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SILVER CITY, N.

ST. JOHN ON SILVER.
Free Coinage Could Only Result in
Good.
KxtrnrtH From n Paper Kcad Hforo
IIouhh Iltinkliij; Cominltloe by
W. K. St. John.

the

Gold Imllion ami United States gold
coin enter Europe with one and the same

right conferred ly law.the right of transition into Europe's money, ily law gold
carries the right of transition into English money at the price of 3 pounds, 17s.
10J
d. per Troy ounce, eleven-twelftand one penny weight fine. Uy law,
France, (eriiiany, ami the other important continental states similarly endow
gold. And hy virtue oí our law, gold
carries the right of transition into the
money of the United States at the fixed
price of 22.22 grains pure, or 25.8 grains
s
line, for a dollar.
Thus, by law, the market price ami
mint price of gold are one and the same,
so long as there is gold produced each
year more than the arts and industries
and India ahsorh. For so long, gold in
the lump, its weight and lineness being
known, is the equivalent of coin in Europe and the United States, for the reason that the possessore of gold will accept no lower price while the mint price
is offered in law ful money at the mint;
and artisans will not pay more for gold
because it is obtainable at the mint price
by melting the coin.
Imagine all these mints of Europe and
the United States to deprive gold of all
future right of transaction into money.
Imagine the law of each of all these nations to grant to silver exclusively the
right of transition into the money of
each, equivalent to 171.23 grains pure
s
(412.5 grains
fine) for a dollar. Thenceforth the "price of silver" in
Europe and the United Slates would be
this one mint price. Silver in the lump
then as gold now, its weight and fineness
being known, would be the equivalent of
l'ossesi-or- s
coin,
of silver then would
not accept less than this one mint price
for it, for the reason that lawful money
could be bad for it at this price at the
mint, and the artisan would pay no more
for silver because he could obtain it at
this mint price by melting silver coin.
;
lint, with the support of mints withdrawn from gold and provided there is,
nine-tenth-

nine-tenth-
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as some economists aver, a yearly production of gold neighboring $25,000,000
more than the arts, industries and India
absorb, the market price of gold would
fall rapidly until the price attained would
permit the lower arts, in utensils and the
like, to absorb the surplus gold. Exactly
this result is evident in the world's withdrawal of mint support from silver, but
much less rapidly attained.
Next, imagine all these mints of Europe and the United States to grant alike
to gold and silver the right of transition
into their money at the will of the possessors, at one price for gold, equivalent
to 211.22 grains for a dollar; and at one
price for silver, equivalent to 171.25
grains for a dollar, all the coins resulting to be unlimited legal tender within

the territory

of

16, 1895.

HUGE

5 CENTS

the conviction of Robert Morris, namely,
that silver is preferable to gold if either
is to be the only current money of the
United States. The present secretary of
the treasury of the United Stares and his
associates of the president's cabinet have
effort to
lately shared a
heap posthumous honors on Robert Morris.
The repeal of our "Sherman act" Nov.
1, 1893, following the closing of India's

mints in June against the further coining of silver on private account, severed
the last link that coupled silver to its
crippled right of transition into the money of the western world. Hence, just 13
months ago, for the lirst time in history,
the commercial world began a free concert of absolutely blind experiment in

the nation coining them. money.

If gold is produced each year more than

the arts, industries and India absorb, the
one only use for it is employment as
If there were money produced
money.
each year other than is likewise absorbed, and no one doubts it, the only
use for such a surplus silver would be
employment as money. Hence, for so
long as there continued to be any surplus
of gold and any surplus of silver over
the said absorption of each, and provided the surplus of neither metal were
8ullicient alone for the world's entire
need of money, for so long the mint
price and the market price would be one
for silver. "Which would mean that the
one mint price for silver would be the
universal market price for each ; and
would mean universal parity of the gold
and silver coins at the ratio established
by these mints.
This is bimetallism by a concert of
laws. It does not seem akin to the attempts which our "goldites" would
thrust upon us: for instance, the setting
up of a universal price for each of all
commodities, or for any one of them so
abundant everywhere as iron.
Among other "silver lunatics" sanctioning the conlidcnce that bimetallism
thus attempted could not fail, are the
learned professors of political economy
in the colleges of London, Oxford, Cambridge and Edinburgh, and the late
with others of the profession
on the continent, and a host of men of
other callings eminent throughout Europe and in the United Slates.
Rut if any attempt of ours to achieve
bimetallism independently is to yield silver as our only money, my conviction is

The latest estimates of Soetbeer in his
almost posthumous publication of 1892,
accorded little, if any new gold from the
mines each year to the world's increase
of money. Note, then, that while the
population of the United States enlarges
at a rate equivalent to adding the population of Mexico with ours within seven
years, or of adding the population of
Canada and all other Uritish possessions
in North America within three years this
absolutely blind experiment which the
United States shares demands that whoever would increase the world's aggregate of money by tlieequivalcntof$l,000
must provide 40.3 pounds Troy of gold.
On Dec. 6 I submitted to the ChamW
of Commerce a developed plan to restore,
or attempt, bimetallism independently,
the plan providing the modern convenience of paper substitutes for coin and
providing ample means to stifle any possible money panic arising with the enactment. No moment could le more
propitious than the present for any such
attempt. Idle accumulations of money
in our important money centers, like the
present, are rare.
Our "goldites" antagonize every such
:
proposal with two objections,
1.
That such legislation is suierlluous
because "if there is not gold enough for
all, there is gold enough for us.
We can command gold in competition
The United
with all nations.
States is the largest and best source of
supply of the commodities that the
world most needs cotton, wneat, provisions, petroleum, and the like."
2. That to reopen our mints to silver
without limit while offering coinage to
to-w- it
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gold without limit,

w ill merely substitute
silver monometallism for gold monometallism in the United States. They
mean that the proposed enactment will
yield silver dollars and paper redeemable
in silver dollars as our only money, and
for the reason that it will banish gold
from money and expel it from the United
States.
AVe adopt both of their predictions as
the assurance of our safety in making
the attempt.
n
Our ability to command gold in
with nations striving for the
meagre supply of gold available would
depend upon the further sacrifice of our
producers of petroleum, provisions,
wheat, cotton and the like. Lower and
lower prices for these elementary essentials of our prosperity nuist pursue a
foreign market, and every drain of Europe's gold to us as our return for them
would further lower Europe's price for
all commodities, including any more of
these she buys.
By our proposal, on the contrary, the
United States provides itself the convenient ability to part with gold composedly. Instead of our present restriction to
gold alone as our tremulous necessity, we
propose to he able to loan our gold to
Europe for our own sakes, selfishly. If,
as our mint director estimates, we have
$(00,000,000 of gold and $20,000,000 annually produced in excess,of our needs in
the arts and industries, to spare a liberal
portion to Europe, haying a convenient
abundance of domestic money at home,
is to loan Europe the vehicle with which
to carry our prosperity. To increase
thereby Europe's aggregate of money is
to raise normal prices of all commodities
in Europe, including those for which the
United States is Europe's "best source
of supply."
Therefore, diametrically
the oposite in achievement to what our
"goldites" urge, we would enlarge Europe's demand for our surplus petroleum, provisions, cotton and wheat, and
upon a higher plane of prices for them
as she buys.
Imagine, as the immediate achievement
of our proposed enactment, silver dollars
and paper redeemable in silver dollars
to be the only money of the United
States. The tendency first evident will
be its restriction upon our importations
of European products. This is evident
under India's silver monometallism, in
her relation to the outside world, lint a
home experience may be recalled.
During the period of plethoric bank
notes in the United States, when a New
York merchant had sold to western and
south rn merchants, and bills were due,
his collector obtaining local bank notes
in a western city would invest in flour
or grain. In a southern city would invest
in cotton. Shipping the flour and cotton
to New York, the ales would realize New
York banknotes. The operation was thus
cohi-petio-

--
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equivalent to shipping New York bank
notes from the western or southern cities
to New York. The like operation between the United States and Europe for
our international trade settlements would
take the place of gold shipments, if gold
were hoarded for a high premium, as
feared. Even such operation would swell
the volume of our exports of commodities, and benefit, primarily, those for
whom we must be most concerned.
But the likelihood of any need of such
an operation as a part of the contemplation of theNewY'ork merchant in selling to the west and south tended to make
him indisposed to sell there. To such
extent the southern and western importations from New Y'ork were lessened.
To the like extent our foreign importay
tions will be lessened under our
regime, to the advantage of our
home manufacturers as against the foreign manufacturers all the time. But in
our experience, when the New Y'ork
merchant or manufacturer found his
home market not broad enough for all
his wares, as was frequently the case, his
surplus was sold west and south at as
low price and sometimes even lower prices than to customers at home. The
home price being for the greater portion
of their merchandise was maintained, at
a sacrifice of profit on the moderate surplus sold elsewhere. Similarly
ter, Lyons and German manufacturers
would experience the restriction of our
silver money upon them. Our importations of Europe's products are to some
extent a surplus which she must sell.
To that extent our importations of foreign products will continue to foreign
disadvantage and our gain.
But, because we are Europe's "best
source of supply" for our great surplus
of staple commodities, Europe will buy
of us, even though we do not buy of her.
As, for instance, we buy from Cuba
worth of goods a year and sell to
Cuba $12,000,000 to $25,000,000 only; or
as Brazil finds a market here for $70,000-00- 0
of her commodities and buys $10,000-00- 0
of our commodities in return; and
finally as England, on the contrary, is
debtor to the United States for an excess
of $100,000,000 a year by average in our
mutual barter of commodities with her.
Therefore, with our silver money restrictions upon importations setting all
our spindles turning, employing operatives at full time ami these operatives
made thereby to enlarge our aggregate
of home consumers of all home products ;
with our trade settlements in merchandise serving to enlarge the exportations
of our spare products, with Europe's
prices for our products enhanced by our
enlargement of Europe's aggregate of
money, our achievement next evident
will be a credit balance of trade established in Europe for the merchants of
the United States. At that point ex
silver-mone-

1895.
change on London would sell in Wall
street at a discount. This means a draft
on gold payable seven days from date offered at a discount in standard silver

dollars the despised, stigmatized
silver piece in Wall street, held at
a premium over gold in London. It
means our silver dollars and our gold
coin at par; bimetallism a reality in the
United States. Our prosperity as her
example, and to such a degree at her
expense, is likely to enforce the influence
of Manchester's opinion of English monometallism, the result of which may
mean the abandonment of England's
vicious monetary system soon.
Europe's only silver is her money.
Europe's silver coin is valued from 3.06
cents to over 13.33 cents per dollar more
than ours. Her "silver pots and spoons"
carry the additional price of labor in
them. She will ship us gold, therefore,
rather than silver, at a minimum preference of 3 per cent.
Niirnml School at Lan Vvrhh.

proper site for the normal school to
be located at Las Vegas has not yet been
secured. The Optic says :
"In the injunction case brought before Judge Smith, by a number of citizens of the east side, to prevent the
building of the normal school on the selected site, north of old town, the judge
decided that the law must be complied
with, and the building must be placed
on a twenty-acr- e
lot, according to the
A

enactment of the legislature, lie incidentally referred to the insane asylum,
which is in need of more land, lié gave
additional time in which to procure a
site, complying with the law's demand."
Tint Sunt

ii

Fo

AIiimiiI.

For some time past the Santa Ee
have contended that they could
send stock trains from
to the
Kansas City market quicker and in belter condition than via the Texas & Pacific and Hock Island from Demiug. The
trial took place last Saturday, two trains
of cattle, the same number of cars, leaving the Santa Fe and Texas it Pacific depots at the same hour. The trains over
the Santa Ee road passed through this
city last Sunday, and beat the other
train, over the other route, in reaching
Kansas City by almost a day. Citizen.
olli-cia- ls

The poor, demented woman, who was
debauched while in the Silver City jail,
but who was subsequently sent to the
insane asylum here has given birth to a
child, entailing on the institution au expense in the purchase of clothing and
the employment of a special nurse. Las
Vegas Optic.
The annual election of officers of the
Silver City National bank was held last
week. The old ollicers were reelected with
the exception of Harry Booth, in whose
place J. AV. Uillett was elected a member
of

the board

of

directors.
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Mall Burned up.
As to Cattle Brands.
of mail were destroyed by
sacks
Four
are
territory
The stockmen of the
were badly damaged
others
six
fire
and
this
at
passed
law
get
a
going to try to
Residents of Mogollón Want to be in session of the legislature concerning by a fire on a mail car between Lamy
week.
Grant County.
stock brands. They want a territorial junction and Albuquerque last
Albuof
south
for
points
was
mail
to
The
de
power
board which shall have the
1'eople in Western Socorro County are termine what new brands shall be adopt- querque. The origin of the fire in the
Tired of Having to ro Three Hundcar is unknown, but it is supposed that
ed in New Mexico.
red Miles to Court.
a
it caught from the stove in the car.
to
adopt
"When a cattleman wants

A CHANGE

IS WANTED.

not at all improbable that before
the legislature adjourns a bill will be
passed adding that part of western Socorro county in the vicinity of Mogollón
to this county.
Many of the residents of that part of
Socorro county have complained for
years on account of having to go 300
miles every time they had occasion to go
to the county seat of their county. In
order to no from Mogollón and the sur
rounding county to Socorro it is neces
sary to pass through this city and when
this place lias been reached the journey
to Socorro has but lairly been com

It

is

brand he will have to make application
to the territorial board on the proper
blank and the board will approve of the
brand if it does not in any manner con.
flict with any existing brand or brands
When a new brand Bhall have been
approved by the territorial board it
must be recorded in the olhce ot tne
clerk of the county in which it is to be
run. No individual or company will be
allowed to keen up more than one brand
and all cattle found in unrecorded
brands will be taken up and sold by the
sheriff and the proceeds will be used for
the maintenance of the board.

nienced.

The erection on a big sanitarium at
Hudson's springs is now being consid
ered. The owners of the property have
extensive improvements on the property
in view and it is not at all improbable
that the roadbed of the Santa Fe will lie
changed so that the road will run by the
springs.. The survey was made some
time ago for the proposed change in the
road.
Within a few days the big smelter will
be started up at Ivanhoe. The men who
are at the head of this enterprise are
confident that they are going to make a
success of the undertaking and it will lie
a matter of no surprise if the district
surrounding the smelter becomes one of
the largest copper producing districts in
the southwest before the end of the year.
A. J. Spalding started out last Thursday morning to look for young P.randis
who has been wandering about the
mountains for several days. Spalding
went to Herring's ranch where he proposed to make camp. From this place
he will search the country in all directions.
Several loads of alfalfa were brought
in from the Gila to this piare last week.
Quite a large amount yet remains to be
baled and brought in.

A new sidewalk was put down in front
In eonseuiicnce of this inconvenience, of Gillett & Son's store last week.
it is but natural to expect that the resi
Collector Laird and Assessor Childers
dents of the camps in the Mogollons
now occupy the old assessor's ollice at
should preter to have that part of bocor
the court house.
ro county in which they reside annexed
The average temperature here so far
to Grant county. All of the camps in
higher than for
the Mogollons are naturally tributary to this winter has been
past.
years
many
this place. All of the supplies for the
Considerable snow fell in the Ulack
camp are and always have been obtained
here and all of the bullion produced in range last week and some of it still re
the district is shipped through this place mains on the ground.
superin fact the only practicable route to the
15. T. Link, the county school
Mogollons lies through this citv.
intendent, has his ollice in the rear room
The residents of the Mogollón district at the People's meat market on Billiard
are united in their desire to have the street.
change made by this legislature and the
More than half of the prisoners in
residents of Grant county are ready to the county jail are tramps from Dcming.
Cattle are dying in considerable numwelcome them to this county with open These fellows commit petty crimes in bers on the ranges on the Mimbres and
is pretty good feed
arms.
the hope of being fed during the cold Gila rivers. There
ranges
yet.
This county, of course, would have to weather at county expense.
on the mountain
of
of
indebtedness
the
assume a portion
Socorro county, but the additional asAT WOKLOSfAII
GMJ(NBER$(WtC0.T00ft
sessed valuation which the new territory
would bring to this county would pay
the interest on the debt thus assumed so
that there would be no increased taxation in this county on account of the annexation of that part of Socorro county.
There can be no valid objection raised
HEN0IRSON3
,
J'
against the proposed change by the peo"JhOUSE SHOES
ple of Socorro county outside of the terLITTLE
EDSCHOOjJ
ritory which it is proposed to annex to
this county and there ought to be no
trouble in getting a bill through the legislature providing for the change.
All that would be necessary to effect
the desired change would be to make the
northern boundary of Grunt county the
same township line as the northern
boundary of Sierra county, cutting off
the. jug in the southern boundary of Socorro county. This would add about
1,000 si pia re miles of territory, to this
county and would make the boundary of
this county 21 miles farther north than
it is at present.

J
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For Sale only at

C. C.

Shoemaker's.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clark Rodgers were in
from Lone mountain last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Farmsworth were
Mention of People You Do and Do in the city from Hudson last week.
Not Know.
Wm. Climo, who is at present located
at Pinos Altos, was in town last week.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can Be
Harry Booth, recently post trader at
Head With lroflt Hy All Our
Fort Bayard, is located in Kansas City.
Townspeople.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
Prof. W. G. Waring was here last and magazines at Nolan's News Depot.
Miss Rosa Munson expects to leave
week.
soon for Stanberry, Mo., to attend
J. II. Bragaw was in town last Saturschool.
day.
S. W. Butler and family have gone to
New goods just received at RobinIndiana where they will reside in the
son's.
S. P. Carpenter was in the city last future.
George Foote returned to the city last
Monday.
Fresh candies every day at Martin week after an absence of some months
in the east.
Maher's.
S. B. Gillett, recently of this city, has
AdolphWitzel went to El Paso last
an
office with Warren &, Fergusson at
Saturday.
Albuquerque.
If you want a Parlor stove go to Robinson's.
W. II. Donaldson, formerly a promi-nan- t
stockman of this county, was in the
Evaristo Cook was in from the Gila
city last Monday.
last week.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Prof. Long, of the normal school, has
to Hillsborough. When he
he will bring Mrs. Long with
him.

gone

We can give you inside prices on all
publications. Call and leave your subscriptions. Nolans, opposite postollice.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Holson were over
from Lone mountain to attend the installation ceremoi.i;s last Saturday
evening.
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can be found only at Neff's.
Call and see them.
Mrs. Bryant, mother of Mrs. W. II.
White, arrived here from Iowa last Wednesday afternoon. She will remain here
during the winter.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lamps, at lower prices than can Ik)
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
J. J. Boone, a well known cattle buver
from Oklahoma, is here looking tor cattle. He has purchased a good many
cattle in this county within the past few
months.
I have the exclusive sale of George
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down and
at one half the cost. Size six by seven
feet.
Price reduced to $.' each for a
O. C. Hinmax.
short time only.
G. D. Bantz went to Sania Fe to meet
other members of the committee on a
code of practice for the territory. The
committee will draft a bill which they
will ask the legislature to pass.
Mrs. E. V. Price, who has been matron of the Ladies' hospital for a long
time, expects to leave next month. She
will first go to New Orleans and from
that place she will go to llrattleboro, Yt.

S. A. Alexander and F. M. Galloway
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
are back from Gold Hill where they
J.N.Upton was here from the Mim- have lieen mining.
bres yesterday.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e ofBest Kansas patent flour for sale at fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Martin Maher's.
Walter Culberson was in from the James Colquhoun, of Clifton, was over
to Ivanhoe last week looking at the copSapello last week.
per properties there.
Mrs. John Elder was over from HanJ. W. Parmalle, of the Silver City and
over last Saturday.
Miss Tippie Neff has returned from a Mogollón telephone company, arrived
from Mogollón last Monday.
visit to Mogollón.
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the BroadAV. II. Durkee was in town
For Snle Hum li.
yesterday
way Hotel dining room where the best
from Lone mountain.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
meals in the city can be had.
20 record, óü
acres tillable, 20 under cultivaMax Schutz went to Mogollón last
water, houses and. corral and
Harry
Bennett,
in
formerly
the assess- tion, well
Thursday on business.
ó
all but acres under fence.
Good govor's office here, is now in Albuquerque,
ernment land on three sides, l'rice
Mrs. W. Lee Thompson was in from
having gone to that place from El Paso. !fl00. Inquire at Eaoi.u ollice.
the Mimbres last week.
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
subserilKi for The Eaui.e.
W. Z. Redding was in the city last
Proprietors of the
week from the Mimbres.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
1
at St. George Robinson's.
if
C. H. Mnnson was up from his ranch
below town last Monday.
Mrs. John A. Miller was over from
ri Ik.;- Lone Mountain last week.
S. Lindauer, the populist leader, was
up from Doming last week.
II. FitzSimmons was here from
Black Hawk last Thursday.
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
Sheriff Shannon went to Denting last
Saturday on official business.

SPEED

f

.

&

LINK,

PEOPLE'S

EAT"

ARKET

It

Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals.
is the best place in "the city.
20

Julius Wellgohausen, the Central
chant, was in the city last week.

mer-

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Dorsey were
down from Pinos Altos last week.
.

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

BULLA 1W

We solicit your patronage,

ST, SILVER CITY,

JV.

M.
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be done before the 4th of March when
this congress will adjourn sine die. The
does not seem to
They Are
Day
by time is short and there
Diminishing
of the demobe
part
on
disposition
the
a
Day.
crats to hurry the bill through. It
looks as though New Mexico would have
New McxIchiih Will Prolmlily Jliive to Live
to continue asking for admission for a
Under a Territorial (inveriumtnt
Dkmociut.
number of years yet.
fur Nome Yearn to Come.

Equalizing Taxes.
The territorial board of equalization
was in session at Santa Fe last week, and
has completed its work and adjourned.
The board has fixed the rates of assessment in a number of instances, those on

the railroad and telegraph lines being
the same as heretofore. The railroad
rates are: Seven thousand dollars per
mile for standard gauge main line railroads north of Albuquerque, and $6,500
per mile for the same south of Albuquerque. For branch lines of standard gauge
the rate is $4.500 per mile; and for narrow gauge lines the rate is $2,500 per

Preparations are being made to put up
During the late campaign I made the
a 30 ton mill in the Burro mountains
statement in a communication to Tub
near Tulloch's ranch. The mill will be
Eaoi.k that statehood depended upon
of the German pattern and it is expected
the November election. I maintained
that it will be ready for operation in
that, if the territory went democratic,
about two months. John Broekman has
there would be a strong probability that
been quietly at work out in that section mile,
congress would pass an enabling act for
For telegraph lines the rate is $25 per
of country for some time and several
New Mexico, but if, on the other hand,
Refor the first wire and $5 permilefor
mile
mining claims have been secured.
the territory went republican I could see
each
additional wire.
encourvery
section
from
are
ports
that
no possibility of any favorable action on
All American horses at $20 per head.
aging and it is quite probable that bethe bill before congress.
All Mexican horses, gentle or broken,
fore the end of the season there will be
The history of this country does not
$15 per head.
in
at
considerable doing in a mining way
show that either of the political parties
Mexican yearling colts at $2 per
All
of
county.
the
part
that
have been in a hurry to admit terrihead.
The ladies of the Methodist church
tories of the opposite political faith. To
All American mules at $20 per head.
social at Morrill
be sure, politics ought to have nothing will give a birthday
All Mexican mules at $( per head.
to do with the admission of a state into hall this evening.
All burros at $1 per head.
'
The time for the payment of city taxes
the union. The only questions which
High grade sheep at $0.75 per head.
should be considered are whether the has been extended until the first of next
Common grade sheep at $0.50 per head.
proposed new state has a sullieieiitly month when the delinquent taxes will
Angora goats at $1 per head.
large population and whether the peo be advertised.
Common goats at $0.35 per head.
pie are capable of governing themselves
Elections for precinct officers were held
All cattle, over 3 years, at $7 per head.
but such matters are not settled on these throughout the county last Monday and
All cattle, over 2 years, at $5 per head.
lines. Republicans have admitted only the board of county commissioners will
All yearlings at $3 per head.
those states which were deemed safely meet next Monday to canvass the reAs to the assessment of lands the
republican and the democrats cannot be turns.
I ward annulled
the rule providing a
expected to admit states which they do
J. C. Grogan, of Wisner, Neb., who maximum and minium figure, which last
not consider safely democratic.
was at the Sisters' hospital here died spring created much friction, and leaves
As soon as New Mexico demonstrated last Wednesday.
The remains were this matter to the discretion of the counthat it was republican by the election of shipped to Nebraska last Thursday ty assessors.
a republican delegate to congress, some morning.
of the leading democrats of the territory
Treasurer I.olich has made arrangeWork on the roof of the normal school
began to try to convince the democrats
building has been finished. When the ments with S. II. McAninch, of this
in congress that the voters of New Mexwindows are in, the building will pre- place, to act as deputy county treasurer
ico didn't mean it when they chose
sent a finished appearence as far as the Hereafter county warrants may be
Thomas B. Catron for delegate to concashed here or at Deming.
outside is concerned.
gress. I'nless the democrats in congress
could be convinced that the territory
would be reasonably certain to come in
as a democratic state, it was apparent
enough that the bill for the admission of
t&
'ie ruSr
the territory would not be passed.
Governor Thornton and oilier democrats who sincerely desired the admission of the territory did everything in
their power to make it appear that New
Mexico could be carried by the democratic party in ca?e the bill should pass,
but the fact of Catron having a plurality
of 2,700 over the democratic candidaie
made the democrats in congress feel uneasy about the admission of the territory
and all the eloquence of the visiting
democratic statesmen could not make
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
Home of the practical democratic politiand Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
cians believe that the territory eoeld be
brought in as a democratic state. As
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Co's. express
the bill has been amended in the senate,
ottice from which place the stage starts.
it will have to go back to the house to
allow that branch of congress to concur
in the amendments before it can be sent
to the president and this will all have to
j
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judge must be satisfied that there are who shall serve without pay; they shall
be ineligible to hold office while serving
good grounds for a change of venue.
in
such capacity, shall have no interest
following
were
The
standing
committee
The Territorial Legislature is Getting
: in any building contract and may be reof
by
appointed
house
the
Speaker
Dame
to Work.
Agriculture and Manufactures. Wm. moved for inattention to the business
Locke, Ricardo Lopez, Martin Sanchez. which they are called upon to give their
Quite a Number of Meritorious Hills Have
Banks and Banking. Francisco Lu- personal attention to for the benefit of
Already Keen Introduced and
the people of the territory.
cero, Juan Garcia, A. L. Christy.
Referred.
The object in view is to restore the
Capitol. Wm Locke, Pinito Pino,
remnant capitol to the use of the people's
Martin Sanchez.
After a week spent in getting organCounties. Roman Gallegos, Thomas representatives. Originally this strucized, the legislature got to work last week Leaden, J. E. Laconic, WTm. E. Martin, ture cost $225,000, and, with the beautiand the legislative mill began to grind Martin Sanchez.
ful grounds belonging thereto, the cost
on the grist of laws which have been
Education. J. F. Hinkle, Pinito Pino, was about $300,000. Much of the buildmaturing in the minds of legislators for D. P. Carr.
ing material escaped destruction by fire,
a number of weeks.
Engrossed and Enrolled Bills. Pinito and the trees and shrubs that ornament
One of the first bills to be introduced Pino, Severino Martinez, A. L. Christy. the park have grown luxuriantly and
was the bill providing for the creation
Finance. J. F. Hinkle, J. E. Lacome, promise in a year or so to prove not the
of Summit county. It is proposed to Gregorio Gutierrez, W. E. Martin, J. G. least attractive feature of the building
make a new county out of the territory Clancey.
site. It is thought that the judicious
surrounding Gallup in order to obviate
Indian Affairs. Juan Garcia,Francisco expenditure of $100,000 will completely
the necessity of residents of that part of Lucero, Valentin C. de Baca.
restore the original glory of this state
the territory having to go either to AlIrrigation. WTm. Locke, W.A.Thomp- structure and provide the territory with
buquerque or Las Lunas when they have son, Jose Armijo y Vigil.
a property that will fully represent every
occasion to go to the county seat of their
Judiciary. Pinito Pino, Severino Mar- cent of the money expended despite the
respective counties.
tinez, AV. A. Thompson, D. P. Carr A.L. distruction of the building by fire.
D. P. Carr introduced a bill which Christy.
A bill was introduced in the council
provided for the registration of voters.
Library. Roman Gallgos, Ricardo on Thursday which, if it should become
In this bill some radical changes in the Lopez, A. L. Christy.
a law, will either tend to suppress gam-lin- g
method of registration are proposed. It
to some extent or it will encourage
Militia. J. E. Laconie,Gregorio Gutiis provided that voters may be registered errez, R. A. Baca.
gambling on the sly. The bill was inonly upon the personal application of
Penitentiary. Juan Garcia, AV. A. troduced by Councilman Desmarais and
the voter to the board of registration, Thompson, J. E. Lacome, R. A. Baca, J. provides that a license tax of $100 a
although persons who are ill or unable G. Clancey.
quarter shall be paid in advance for each
to get to the place of registration by reaPrivate Corporations. Ricardo Lopez, gambling table or apparatus used in the
son of infirmity may be registered on the Pablo Padilla, Miguel Martinez.
territory. The proceeds of this tax shall
oaths of two responsible persons. The
Public Property. Severino Maitinez, go to the county school fund and only
bill provides that the list of voters shall Roman Gallegos, A. L. Christy.
one game shall be played on a table.
contain besides the names of the voters
Railroads. AV. A. Thompson, J. F. The bill requires that the name of the
of the precinct in which they are regis- Hinkle, Pinito Pino, R. A. Baca, AVm. game for which license has been paid
tered, the place of residence of each E. Martin.
shall be posted conspicuously and provoter, his age and place of birth. In preRoads and Highways. D. P. Carr, AV. vides a heavy penalty for running a
cincts where 300 or more votes are cast A. Thompson, Pablo Padilla.
game without a license.
the board of registration shall sit for six
Rules. AVm. E. Dame Pinito Pino, J.. A license fee of $000 a year for each
days and in precincts where less than 100 F. Hinkle, D. P. Carr., J. G. Clancey.
and every game would be a tax which
votes are cast the board shall sit for
would undoubtedly reduce the number
Stock and Stock Raising. J. F. Hinthree days. Boards of registration shall kle, Juan Garcia, J. G. Clancey.
of games conducted openly, but it might
sit for four days in precincts where the Territorial Affairs. AVm. E. Martin, encourage the opening of games in out of
vote is between 100 and 200 and five days Ricardo Lopez, Severino Martinez.
the way places where it would require a
in precincts where the vote is between
Labor. Thomas Leaden, Francisco knock, grip and password to gain admis200 and 300. The compensation
of Lucero, A7idal Mora.
sion as is the case in some slates in the
members of boards of registration is
Mines and Public Lands. Thomas east.
fixed at $2 a day. The expense of the Leadeh, Francisco Lucero, D. P. Carr.
There is considerable talk about the
registration of voters under this bill
Municipal Corporations. J.E. Lacome, funding of the militia warrants, but it is
would be less than one-ha- lf
the amount Juan Garcia, Jose Armijoy Vigil.
doubuful whether a bill providing for
required under the present law.
Printing. Pablo Padilla, J.E.Lacome, the issue of long time bonds can be
J. F. Hinkle introduced a bill provid- Martin Sanchez.
passed for this purpose. It is certain
ing for the creation of a territorial canPublic Institutions.
Pinito Pino, that such a bill cannot be passed except
vassing board whose duty it shall 1 to Juan Garcia, D. P. Carr.
by the shameless use of money in bribcanvass the returns and issue certificates
Priviledges and Elections. Pinito ing members of the legislature, as it is a
to members elect of the legislature. The Pino, Ricardo Lopez, J. G. Clancey.
well known fact that the warrants
boards of county commissioners will
A bill was introduced in the house sought to be funded are not just obligasimply have to certify the returns of last Thursday by Representative Dame tions of the territory. The holders of
their respective counties to the territo- which provides for the issue of $100,000 these warrants realize that ns long
rial canvassing board which will issue in territorial bonds for a capitol as New Mexico remains a territory
the certificates.
such appropriation to be sanctioned by there is danger of the interference of
Representative Hinkle has also intro- action of congress. It provides for the congress in the matter should the legisduced a bill providing for the change creation of a capitol building commis- lature pass a law authorizing the fundof venue of cases in the district courts of sion to consist of five citizens of Santa ing of the warrants. For this reason all
the territory. The bill provides that, in Fe county, appointed by the governor the holders of these warrants are ardent
order to secure a change of venue, the and confirmed by the legislative council, advocates of statehood. They realize
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$4 per day. V. G. ; Wm.Dorsey, L. S. V. G. ; Adolph
sheet. Two
Four sweepers, 10 cents per day each Witzel, I. G. ; Julius Wellgehausen, 0.
House,
with a charge of 25 cents per day each G. ; John Carson, R. S. S. ;
for lodging. All revenues derived from L. S. S.
As soon as this part of the work was
this source shall be turned into the
completed the Rebekahs immediately
school fund.
"The above named employes with the made preparations for their part in the
aid of those paid by the United States exercises, which was begun with no
government ought, we feel, to be able delay. Mrs. A. M. Howe, a well inand willing to worry along at the pay formed member of the order, belonging
allowed herein until times get a little to one of the Rebekah lodges in Spokane,
totter. And it should be torne in mind Washington, who is visiting in this city,
that in the state of Kansas there are all acted in the capacity of installing officer
told oidy fifteen officers and clerks for and it may be said to her credit that in
the house of representatives of 125 mem- point of effectiveness in the part of the inbers and twelve officers and clerks for stalling officer she has no superior
forty senators. Bleeding Kansas has not in this section of the country as
taken the first degree in being bled. We she is well up and did the work well.
do not favor low wages.but as we are not Following is the list of Rebekahs ingiven any power to increase or reduce stalled for the the term ending June 50:
Mrs. M. A. Childers, X. G.; Mrs. Ada
the number of employes we have felt it
necessary in the interest of moderate ap- Mathews, V. G. Miss Pearl Potson,
propriation of the public funds to fix Secretary; Mrs. M. J. Clayton, Treassome of the pay herein set forth at rather urer; Miss Gertie Scott, Warden; Mrs.
low figures, but we have toen governed C. Jones, Conductress; Miss Ceusie
llows:
"One interpreter, $8 per day; one strictly by the amount of work which Upton, I. G.; T. X. Childers, R.S.N.G.;
translator, !f(5 per day; one assistant each employe is called upon to perform Mrs. Rowlee, L. S. X. C; James Mathtranslator, $4 per day, one assistant for this council of twelve men, and we ews, R. S. Y. G.;Mrs. Witzel, L.S.Y.G.;
enrolling clerk $4 per day ; one reading hope that no employe or his friends has Mrs. F. E. Oakes, Chaplain ; Mrs. Hattie
McCullough, Organist.
clerk, $5 per day; one postmaster, (SO per been overlooked by us."
The business of the evening being conof
Mr.
Iladley
report
Although the
cent, of all stamps cancelled by him ; one
cluded
at about 10.Ü0 everyone in atnot
was
it
merit,
considerable
possessed
25
is
doorkeeper
cents per day when he
kept in the council chamber with extra adopted. Among the more important tendance, aliout BiO persons in all, at
allowance for hack fare when he is re- bills which were introduced last week once repaired to supper in another hall
quired to carry it home to keep it; one was one in reference to elections by P.P. in which three large tables well filled
arassistant doorkeeper only 1.) cents per Carr which was noticed at some length with good things had been tastefully
day as there is no do ir yet provided for ' Tun Laoi.k a short cune ago, and a ranged. A large wreath of (lowers, made
him to keep; one messenger, I8 tier bill for the repeal of the exemption law. in three links, emblematic of the order,
centered the table at the end of the hall,
mile, limited to $.'1 per week: one porlllHtlllllltloll III OIIW lTS.
while a number of popcorn baskets filled
ter, 80 cents per ton for in freight and
dishes
87,'y cents per ton for out freight; no alLast Saturday evening the officers of with cream candies and numerous
tables
(ogive
combined
the
all
of
dainties
lowances to be made for stationery and I. S. Tiffany lodge No, V.i and of Helen
the
After
appearance.
handsome
a
supplies carried off by other employes Keliekuh lodge No. 7 1. O. O. F., of this
baland their friends; one journal clerk rec- city, were installed in ollice. the in- repast the young people made the
ommended to mercy at the hands of the sinuation was not exactly of a public ance of the evening pass pleasantly for
music, and
chief clerk, the enrolling and engrossing character, although members of families all by furnishing excellent
left
hall apthe
everyone
singing,
and
to
elerk(pi'ovided by the government of the of Odd Fellows who did not
so enUnited Slates for this honorable body), the order were invited. Following are parently satisfied with an evening
tertainingly
spent.
as well as to the mercy of assistant en- the names of the officers belonging to
rolling clerk hereinafter provided for.
I. S. Tiffany lodge who were installed:
There is not much doing at Hold Hill
"One assistant journal clerk, recomFrank P." Jones, X. (,; W. M.
now but there are lietter
mended to ihe journal clerk for honorSecretary;
Wm.
Cassman,
(.;
able mention. One enrolling clerk, 15 L. II. Uowlce, Treasurer; II. Dorscy, ahead.
Horn, to the wife of John Allen, on
cents a roll with 10 cents a roll addition- Warden; C. L. Poison, Conductor; ,J.M.
January II, 1805, in this city, a
RobinFriday,
al contingent upon our success in comFritter, R. S. X. O.; St. George
Windriilge, R. S. son.
pletely rolling the territorial treasurer. son, L. S. X. G.; 0.
One assis;ant sergeant-at-arm25 cents
The
per day when in artillery service; if
CLARK- found guilty of treason he shall be hung
in Great Britain with loss of pay until
WHITSON-LEITC- H
:2nd assembly convenes. One copying
clerk, 15 cents per day with the hope
that he will not become a dipsomaniac
after the public teat. Two extra committee clerks, also one educational comAinvQi'Knun:. .v.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
mittee clerk, one penitentiary committee
.'i'. Hailiiiail A emir
I HI Sui F,a:.cirt SI.
clerk. Each shall be provided with a
meal ticket until such time as their services may be required.
One finance Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
oinniittee clerk, $4 per day. Four (4)
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
pages, $2 per sheet, two pages to the
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, TWiry.

that when New Mexico shall have been
admitted into the union there will be no
such tiling as reviewing the acts of the
legislature by congress and that all that
would be necessary to secure the funding
of these warrants would to the purchase
of the legislature. The holders of the
warrants could afford to pay a quarter of
a million dollars for the legislature and
such a sum would be a great temptation
to the average New Mexico legislature.
On Friday there was considerable
discussion in both houses concerning
the number and compensation of employes of the legislature to be paid by
the territory. The majority report of
the committee to which the matter was
referred favored an average reduction of
about $1 a day from the salaries paid by
the last legislature.
Mr. Iladley, of the council comniitee,
submitted a minority report which was
something more than humorous. He
favored the employment of clerks as fo-
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the amount absolutely necessary to more than artisans can do good work
without the irojer training.
pay the cost of examination.
Not only are the pupils who attend
Requiring the withdawal of all treasury notes and national bank notes under the normal school benefitted individualPublished every Wednesday Morning by f20 and issuing therefor silver certifi- ly, but the pupils in tlie'eom 111011 schools
A. J. LOOMIS.
cates in ifl, $2, $5, and $10 denomina- of the territory will be benefitted in havschools.
Entered at the postónico at Silver City, tions, to be redeemed only in silver, and ing comietent instructors in the
N. M., for transmission through the malls at
the school shows
at
attendance
The
giving
for
a
some
$500,000,000
thus
place
second class rates.
or $000,000,000 of silver circulation in very conclusively that the young men
Olllco on Vankle .Street betweon Texas and
and women of the territory are anxious
small amounts.
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
Authorizing the mints to be opened to irojerly prejwre themselves as
to the coinage of silver bullion into dol- teachers and the oiporUmity should be
Subscription Kates, Postage Prepaid:
to exceed $50,000,000 a year, the afforded them.
SJ.(K) lars, not
One year
Six mouths
l.uii government to charge the holder of the
The iresent quarters of the school are
.50
Three months
bullion seigniorage for coining it equal crowded and if the same rate of increase
SILVER CITY, N. M., JANUARY HI. W.I5. to the amount of the difference between in attendance continues through this
the coined value and the market value session that has been shown from the
oj)ening of the school up to this time, the
of
Silver
the silver.
5JJi
Load
Requiring all national banks which lower story of the new building will be
3.00
increase their circulation to maintain it overcrowded before the end of this sesand not allowing them to withdraw it sion. There is urgent need of an
THE CURREXCY BILL
of not less than $10,000 for
without the apjroval of the secretary of
The Carlisle currency bill received its
the treasury, thus preventing the con- this school now.
death blow in the house last week.
traction of the currency.
The silver democrats aided by the reSOUND DEMOCRACY.
Requiring the secretary of the treaspublicans who are opposed to any
ury to withdraw from circulation the
It is rumored in the lobbies and in
financial legislation at this session, virgreenbacks and the treasury notes as ra- the highways and byways, that everytually killed the bill and now it is intipidly as the increase in national bank thing is "fixed" to put through the job
mated that there will be 110 legislation
notes and silver certificates is issued.
militia warrants.
of funding the
on this line at this session of congress.
Requiring 50 jcr cent of the duties on Those best posted claim that there is
The free coinage men are determined
imports from all gold standard countries, out of these militia warranls between a
to allow 110 bill to go through which
and jierhaps from all countries, to be million and a million ana a halt. Hie
does not carry free coinage with it. It
jaid in gold.
latest scheme is, and a bill is prepared
is barely possible that some of the demReducing to $25,000 the amount of to that effect, to fund these warrants
ocrats who have been opposed to free
cajiital necessary to establish a national into bonds bearing a goodly raleof intercoinage will vote for such a measure
bank.
est. The taxes to jay the interest
rather than allow the solution of the
It is thought that the coinage jrojosi- - thereon will amount to many thousands
financial question to go to the republition will catch the silver men and that of dollars annually and when the tax for
cans who will be in control of the house
the jirovision for tho issuance of bonds a sinking fund to jmv the jtrincipal
after the 4th of March, but it would
will secure the supjiort of the bankers. with it is to be laid, will be a holy
hardly be advisable for the silver miners
The democratic
terror.
jarty in
of New Mexico to sharpen their picks in
afford
such
Mexico
New
cannot
XORMAL SCHOOL.
THE
anticipation of such action.
in this
enact
legislation.
must
It
No free coinage legislation can be exThe necessity of an aiqrojriation for
wise and benelicient laws for the interpected of the republicans after the 4th the normal school here for the purpose
of the jcojle and not schemes to
ests
of March and should the finantial ques- of com)leting the building and the imrich sj)eeulalors. The eyes of
benefit
tion remain unsettled when this congress provement of the grounds is ajqarent to
of New Mexico are on the
jeople
the
expires, there is no probability that any all who are acquainted with the needs of
For the first time in
democratic
party.
relief will be obtained during the two the school.
thirty-liv- e
is the entire adminisyears
years the republicans will be in power
The apjTopriation which was made by
tration and the legislative assembly
in the house.
the last legislature will only be sufficient
democratic and a good and clean record
There is a disposition in the senate to to finish the lower story of the building
must be made. That is what the Morntake up the currency question and Sena- and there will be nothing left for the ing Democrat
has advocated and will adtor Gorman has a plan which is creating improvement of the grounds or the
vocate until doomsday. Is is currently
considerable discussion among finan- maintenance of the school.
reiorted that the neat and rich sum of
ciers. Among other matters there are
There are now more than seventy
one hundred and fifty thousands of dolprovisions in the bill authorizing the secenrolled and it is necessary that an lars in warrants may be used for corrup- -'
retary of the treasury to issue $500,000,-00- 0 ajtjiropriation be made in order to keep tion
purposes. Were there millions in
of bonds at an interest of 2
or not the school running. The ujper story of the corruption fund in New Mexico the
exceeding 3 per cent., running thirty the building will, in all probability, be democratic leaders in New Mexico and
years but redeemable any time after needed for the accommodation of pupils
the democratic members of the assembly
twenty years at the option of the gov- at the beginning of the next school year cannot afford to pass the bill.
I!e careernment; to be issued in small denomi- and this legislature ought to provide for ful says the Morning Democrat. Look
nations of $50 and upward and placed on the coming school year.
before you leap. Investigate fully and
sale in all the cities, so as to give it the
There is no educational institution in carefully the conditions and matters surcharacter of a popular loan.
the territory of more inmortalice than the rounding the issue of these warrants.
Authorizing national banks to issue normal school as it is here that teachers The Morning Democrat does notapjrove
circulation up to the face value of the are prepared for the work of instructing of repudiation. It believes that the terbonds deposited in the treasury and re- the youth of the territory. Without the ritory should jay every just and legal
ducing the tax of 1 per cent on circula- projer prejuvration it cannot Iks expected obligation.
Rut first establish that
tion to
of 1 jut cent, or that teachers can do good work any these warrants are honest
and a

.....
....

n

jm-pi- ls

one-four- th

just and legal obligation. The charges
are made that they are not. The charges
are that many thousands of them are
fraudulent, illegal and forged. To the
democratic 31st assembly the Morning
Democrat says look well to the interests
of the democratic party before action is
taken and look well to individual reputations when concerning this very grave
and important subject. Albuquerque
Democrat.
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Sibley Socres the Cuckoos.
tlio pniirao nf his remnrlrs on the
currency bill in the house of representa- l
Tl
..! OM.1
ounvy, a
The Mañana Railroad is not Dead.Yet uves last weeK, uepresemauvo
free coinaue democrat from Pennsylvania
said :
The I'recinct Election and Various Otlirr
"If ever a rebuke was needed to one
on
City
Items of Interest from the
who
has attempted to trample down the
till! 1'llllllH.
prerogatives of the people it is needed
lor him who has attempted to usurp this
rii'Mivn V. AT . Jan. 1ó. The precinct entire government to himself. The time
election yesterday aroused nearly as has coine when there should be some.l
L.'.. .... iV.l f .11.
inucii interesti as nisi mo a tumrai mi thing more than brains, belly and brass
The
polled.
votes
were
two hundred
to this government."
Sthono arguments will probably be present incumbent, L. I. Marshall, was
He referred to George III. and said it
brought to bear upon members ot the elected by two votes, with Edward Pen had been given out that any one who
iiri'aiiitt
tn nnss a Kill nrovid- - nington and John 15. Ilodguon a lie lor voted against the bill would incur the
..niiut'll.le John Phil-- - displeasure of the kings.
ml i.t.i...
VJl
Four days
ni UTIIM IM..VV.
ing for the funding of the outstanding ..'..o..
ifill.
polling 140 votes to after the repeal of the Sherman act
territory.
There lins had a walkover,
militiii warrants of this
- j
.
.
IV
T
.!
l'.'.l. ana i.j f....
iur members bad told him that they had
are some militia warrants outstanding 44 votes east ior j. u. iveiui
it
which ought to be paid. These are V V Tnsse
been promised revenue collector-shipFrank Davis, a tramp, broke into the thev would vote for repeal.
the warrants which were issued to
t.lm territorial militia dnriiiL' the (remit store of Clark & Co. and the Aquarium
There was a panic being precipitated
inin nnmiv.ii.m ultiillt ten venrs iuro. ltllt saloon last night, but was captured by bv the vultures of the banks, Mr. Sibley
were issued niwioiis Xiiiht Watchman Huberts while trying shouted, beside which the last panic was
tlm
... u'lirp'iiitu
.............
.1.
to 1870, of which there is an ludelmite to escape from the latter place. Judge as a gentle zephyr to a shrieking cyclone.
amount ontsta'iuing, should never he .Marshall sent him up to mi ver . ny on He had figures which he had prepared
funded
These unrnints arc. for the today's train to await trial.
last June, and at the solicitation of
Arramreinents.are under wav tor the friends be had refrained from using
most part, fraudulent and they are in
tli li.milu nf uiii.eohltnrs udlll 1111 1'l'l used Old Homestead" company to play in them, slipwing that banks and trust
them for a few cents on tlie dollar in the Silver City next Saturday evening, Jan- companies could not pay 80 cents on the
hope of getting them funded at sonic fu uary 19. The conipan v includes Mr. and dollar. The administration had so carture time. The holders ot these war Mrs. Akers, professional actors, and the ried out the declaration that the parity
rants could afford to nav liberally for tin l.Nto, local talent. It is better than of all kinds of money would be maincompanies.
kinds of money
passage of a bill providing; for fund- - many traveling
......... ,..,'.,... tained that all other
...
I
!.... il...
I. is reponed
mi-- iuihivbiwh than gold had become mere promissory
neic ui.u
li
in? the warrants and would undoubtedly
raise a corruption fund of a hundred for the Mexican railroad south has been notes for payment of the gold.
thousand dollars if the passage of tin 'enured bv an entirely new company ot
Speaking of his democratic principles,
im.riiMin nml foreii'll cailitalistS. W'itll Mr. Sibley said that if he got into what
hue ..mild lw ueenred ior thnt amount.
and,
liocanv waiion
The debt which would be saddled onto eouallv i;ood terms as those toriueriy
ii r
"
.
jt w,lH Vl.mered Haywood,
the territory by the passage of a law pro- had by John W. Young. If the report
tilt
over a rocky road by an in- viding for the funding of these warrants is true, the railroad is anything but dead.
.
would make it necessary to just about There were several persons after the con-- t.XU?rit,Ilr(.(i driver, he would juiii out,
,111.1
dnnhle the rale of taxation for the pay eession.
if. .1.1,1 nut r:ll'l miieh WlCl'e lie
Manager Allaire, of the lanning
landed.
ment of interest on the territorial iii- company, is now in the east mak
He drew a picturesque sketch of demodi'bteduess.
ei crats sitting around banquet halls toing imanciai arangenieuis 10 nuiu
Tlio School Cciihuh.
2,000 acres between this point anil El night, worshiping at the shrine of AnKniTou Eagi.k: Permit me to answer Paso.in canaigre in the spring in order to
drew Jackson, and talking theories as
n siinib in tlu last, Enterprise in renard
insure a pci maiicm mippn i m- imen ; . different from his as the throne of hades
to the school census in September last as Much inierest is beiiiL' taken in canaigre from the fruit of the tree of life. And if
there are some intimations therein that cultivation by fanners in this seclion Andrew Jackson's spirit, were to appear
the census was not a tair one. .Mr, and canaigre fanning will he well estah-lishe- d it would, he concluded, kick over the
Theihnanii called mv attention to tin
in (irant County before this time table and banish those apintles in
fact that there were the names of two next year.
oliilili'iwi ihut umieureil in two nlaces on
Dr.'l'.ullock, who has been quilo ill for
the list and Í told him that it would be some weeks, is much improved in health
Next Sunday evening, Uev. Kdward
proper for him to erase them and deduct and will be able to resume practice with S. Cross of the Episcopal church, will
them from the list making it two less in a week or so.
give his second discourse on "Popular
iIIIHI
t
'
(Juite a number of settlers are coming Amusements." All are cordially invited.
lili if l'fl
of
young in to locate on the lands of the Deining
I will state also that a eon pie
The United States Hag was raised over
eentlemen whose names appeared on the Lund & Water company. The Kin
building last.
ist have: since Pecóme Zl years om uiu Mimbres Irrigation company will also the new normal school
contractors,
the
by
morning
Monday
w
wen
hen
they
of
weeks
few
age
yet
not
were
they
bring in a colony within a
.
r
..(M.l Í ill irir
i
enrolled and the vouiiL' lady who was re- and expect to construct another large re- l.ai.ure iv iiiane. i.ns m.ii 'i.i v.......
eentlv married is' still of school iw and servoir in the spring. The ne.y colony wave over this institution.
school, now if she saw will be named "Spaulding" in honor oí
mioli't nth-iiThe precinct election which n as held
the btve ball magnate. Siieeial atten- on Monday resulted in the reelecting of
The children who came to this district tion will lie devoted by both companies Justice (livens and Constable Gal- from other precincts and school districts to canaigre tanning.
There were 20S votes can, ot
breaith.
.
were, we think, very properly enrolled
Isaac (iivens received 202; ti.
which
1
Oliltiiiiry.
on our list, for the reason that if they
Miles received 4 and Thomas Foster
nonius f)r :,1(ilj,r
are permitted to attend the schools of
Miss Lou Conway, sister oí 1,i ......
the peace, ami tun k inu- .I1...1
J.
this district we should at least have the r . l. . oiiwav, oí mis en v, 'iiiti
vili breaith
iiviv ..i
received 149: Abel I'urnn rebenelit of their enumeration.
Thursday,' January lOili, after a long ceived ñS; (i. W. Miles Sand (L W .
,1. A. Lucas.
illness.
Vera 1 for constable.
Miss Conway win one ot the most
in
Chloride
being
done
is
work
A liltle
nlHKollltloll NotlCC.
highly respected ladies in the city, and
flat, but with silver at the present price her death is mourned by a large circle of YOTHT. IS II EUKHV til V K.N T" T THE
.,..,.t ni.N ii ii'i'iMiinire exist Insr tietween
there is little encouragement for silver friends here and in other towns in New
i;,.i,..i'i Wnrilien and H. '; I ... iwli'tmi miller
.,
miners to work there.
l.an.lni.n. s . Is
Mexico where she was well known.
inline of Wort lien
(inn
,e
mut mil consent. Holiert
Horn, in this citv on Saturday, JanThe funeral services were held trom (Imv dissolved iv llsnnsed
of 1,1s Intent o
ortlnMi liiivliiS
uary 12, 18!).), to tlie wife of .V. J. Co iU, the Conway residence on Saturday afterol
All tiecoilills
Wllzel.
agent of the A. T. & S. F., at Kincon, a noon at 2 "o'clock. The services were Irniívlll tie settled liy Hie new linn imd all
KpisCro-s,
ie
of
the
sume
wni
(Met
lie
by
boy.
Kev.
ini......
omits
conducted
It.el.
Uy the linn of l.miilrniii
mid the remains were lol
at Central last ......i
K. (i. IiANMIIU'M.
"
.t the precinct election
i"!"".1
..in ml WlT'KI..
Monday, J. Crocket (livens was elected l. ....... I to tl. Masonic cemetery, whew!
iioHF.HT WOIU IIKN
ju tice of the peace and J. W. Dickcrson they were Interred, by a large number
t.
1SII5.
10.
X.
hia
silver City.
of friends.
constable.
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increased within the last few days by
the publication of a real detective

Curious l'artiality Shown by a Chicago story, with diagrams according to
Turk Anlur.il.
Gaboriau.
One of the wolves in Lincoln park
This is the history of the sandbagging

used to be a pet. It was brought from
Arkansas when very young by a Lake
View man who used to make hunting
visits annually to the southwest, says
the Chicago Times. Before entering
public life it used to enjoy a large degree of freedom, and it seldom abused
the confidence reposed by its owner.
The Lake View man had a number of
berry bushes and a pear tree. When
fruit ripened it had been the habit of
boys in the neighborhood to steal most
But the young wolf
of the fruit.
stopped them the very first season
after its arrival. No boy was safe in
the neighborhood of the vines or pear
tree.
But the wolf did have a liking for
little girls a liking more amiable than
that of its relative who is embalmed in
the tale of "Little lied Riding llood."
After one season of disappointment the
boys learned of this partiality on the
part of the wolf and then the,y used to
get little girls to steal the fruit for
them. The girls would walk boldly into the yard when the boys told them
there was no one watching, and if the
wolf approached one would stop and
play with him and the rest would get
the fruit. But no amount of attention '
would distract the wolf's attention so
that a boy could come in. He would
break away from the most enticing lit- tie girl and chase any boy over the
fence in short order. And he would;
play around the little girls who were
(stealing the fruit, but he would never
offer to harm them.
However, the girls didn't like to be
used in that manner, and there came a
day when the boys could not get them
to steal the fruit. After repeated trials,
and after watching the fruit grow so
ripe that if not soon removed it would
be ripe enough for the family, one
of the boys hit on an excellent
ruse, lie went home and borrowed his sister's dress. Putting it
on, he climbed over the fence and approached the lair of the wolf. As he
prepared for a seductive gambol with
th? wolf, another boy, clad in another
caiico dress, climbed over the fence and
approached the pear tree. But the wolf
was not to be deceived. lie made a
rush for the one nearest him and caught
the dress in his sharp teeth. He tore
the garment into shreds before the lad
could escape. And then he went after
the ono who tried to beguile him into
play. This boy was a little less fortunate, for the wolf bit him rather severely; so the Lake View man sold him
to the park commissioners, and now he
frowns at boys and girls alike from behind the bars.

and robbery of a stamp clerk in the
Chicago post office one dark night last
winter, when the wind was whistling
around the corner and the sleet dashing against the windows. The story of
the crime and the vain search of the
two government sleuths for the criminal are given at great length and in
t'.ie minutest detail. All of this is contained in a pamphlet of eleven pages,
accompanying a claim of the late postmaster for the amount of the robbery,
which lie was compelled to make good.
There are a number of diagrams to
illustrate the story. One of them
shows "where the body of the clerk
was found," "the door where Miss!
Jones came in," "the window where
the robber escaped," "the door where
the robber entered," and other minute
lelails. Another diagram shows the
vr;tal clerk as he stood at his desk, but
íailü to represent the robber and the
sandbag, although everything else,
even to Miss Jones' desk, is portrayed
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The News Is the only consistent clnmplon
of silver in the west, uiid should be In every
home in the west, and In the hands of every
miner and business man in New Mexico.
Send In your subscription; lit once.

vividly.

type
Many pages of closely-printe- d
are filled with the history of the efforts
of the government sleuths.
"There were two theories to work
upon," writes one of them: "First, that
liobinson had robbed himself and inflicted upon himself the injuries to
cover up his crime, or that some one
familiar with the oiliee 'and with the
habits of Mr. Robinson had planned
and successfully put in execution the
robbery. I called to my assistance the
superintendent of the 1'inkerton agency of this city, who rendered me every
assistance in his power, without cost,
to get some clew to the perpetrators of
the bold robbery. We have worked
upon every plausible theory, but have
failed to get any clew to lead us on a
successful trail."
The outcome of the work on these
two theories is reported as follows:
"The result of the investigation in
this case has convinced me of two
things: First, that it was a bona fide
robbery; second, that it was conceived
nnd planned, if not perpetrated, by
some one perfectly familiar with the
workings of that branch of the postal
department in this city, but the plan
was so well executed that up to the
present moment wo have been unable
to get a single clew that would fasten
the guilty party."
So the robbery remains a mystery,
ancVthe thrilling story of the two government sleuths goes on file in the annals of congress.
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At the Paris Mctde Picte, the official pawnbroking establishment, a
wedding ring pawned in 1857 has been Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Only seventeen francs was
redeemed.
The Exploits or Two Government Sleuths
Neatly Done.
lent upon it originally, but the ticket
Told In a Public Document.
times, and the
The government publishes a great was renewed thirty-sivariety of matter in the course of a owner paid fifty francs in interest.
PRICES REDUCED.
year, from presidential messages to a Tickets are still renewed every year
a
for
cotton
of
pledged
pair
curtains
history of diseases of the gadlly, and
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
o
years ago,
the variety of reading matter has been for four francs twenty-twVanlilo St. Silver City. N. M.
and for an umbrella pawned in 1819.
A

THRILLING DETECTIVE STORY.
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Countess Gianotti, one of the favorites among the ladies in waiting to the
queen of Italy, is an American, and a
(laughter of Francis Kinney, the cigarette manufacturer, of Newark, N. J.
Mus. Iíiiadi.ev-Martithe American
mother-in-laof the earl of Craven, is
credited with six months' negotiations
and patience in the purchase of a jeweled coronet of as much historical as
intrinsic value. Everything comes to
those who wait if they are rich!
Tricycle riding is now the favorite
amusement of the princess of Wales
and Princesses Victoria and Maud.
1 is said that one of the fair members
of the royal family has been measured
for a pair of bloomers, and there is holy
horror throughout the kingdom in
x,

e.

Lady Henry Somerset is enthusiastic upon the subject of the bicycle,
and considers it second only in importance to temperance in its improving
effect upon society. "A revolution,"
N'.ie says, "is being slowly wrought that
will entirely change the aspect of life
for working girls."
Duchess db la Rochefoucauld is
counted one of the cleverest women in
circles in Paris. She
is a daughter of Senator Mitchell, of
Oregon, and was married to the duke
in 1892. People say she ''looks and
speaks like a Parisian," which is a
double compliment.
Franco-America-

n

A

CORNER

FOR ART.

O.M.Yone marble statue of the human
figure with eyelashes is known. It is
Uie sleeping Ariadne, one of the gems
of the Vatican, and was found in 1503.
1'rof. Lucc'jiesi has modeled a statue
of Shelley for the monument to be
erected at Via Reggio. near the spot
where the poet's body was washed
ashore.
There is at Oxford a portrait of
Charles I. composed of minute letters.
The head and ruff contain the book of
Psalms, the Apostles' creed and the
Lord's Prayer.
A nusT of Herod the Great, believed
to be authentic, was recently discovered at Jerusalem. It has been bought
by' the Russian government for the
Hermitage museum at St. Petersburg.
Henry Mosi.eu, the artist, whose picture of a lireton interior was the first
work from an American brush to be
received into the Luxembourg, returned
to America the other day, after an absence of twenty years. He is to reside
in New York.
Frederick MacMon.vies, whose magnificent fountain afforded so much
pleasure at the world's fair in Chicago,
is to design the bronze Quadriga, or
embornado war chariot and horse,
vrliieh is to surmount the the soldiers'
and sailors' arch in Urooklyn at the entrance of Prospect park.

16, 1895.

JANUARY

Many of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's letters were destroyed by her
daughter, who imagined that the family name was impaired by connection
with literature.
AiniE de Maroi.t.es, in one of his
latest works, calculated that he had
printed 133,124 verses, and yet the public had not sense enough to appreciate
him as a poet.
Lord Lorn, the least important of
is making his
the queen's
way as a regular writer for London
journals, good local government being
one of his specialt ies.
Mrs. Cuaioie, who writes short
novels and sharp epigrams over the
name of John Oliver Hobbes, is an
American, though she was educated in
England and has spent most of her
time there.
S. It. Crockett, of "Stiekit Minister"
fame, is a man whose fine physique and
impressive size surprise the stranger.
He laid the foundation of his robust
health in his boyhood, when he had to
walk four miles across the moors every
day to school.
sons-in-la-

WHERE BATTLES
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The St. Louis Republic Free.
S

p clal Offer to Readers of This Paper.

A

GREAT METROPOLITAN PAPER

IS INDISPENSABLE

NOW.

ST. LOIUS
THE
will lie sent t'KEE VUU UNE YEAR
to any person sendinu:. before January 81,
18(15. a club of three NEW yearly subscribers,
with Sli to pay for tlio same.
Already Uie elans are withering f,)r t'10
will be full of Interesting
fray In lwnl, and
events. The, skirmish lines will be thrown
out. the maneuvering done and the plans of
ciinipalgn arranged for the great contest of
"TWICE-A-WEE-

lti

mi.

The remaining short session of the Democratic Congress, to be followed si tly by a
Republican Congress with n Democrat in the
Presidential chair will be productive of
events of Incalculable Interest.
In fact, more political history will bo constructed during 1HHS than In any year since
the foundation of the government, and a man
without a newspaper will be like a useless
lump i" the movements of public, opinion.
You can get three new subscribers for Tho
Republic by a few minutes' effort Remember in Tho Republic subscribers get a paper
k
for the price of a weekly only
31.00 it year. Try It, AT ONCE, and seo how
done. If yoa wish a package
be
easily it can
of sample copies, write for them. Out out
tills advertisement and send with yourorder.
Address
THE ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC,
St. Louis, Mo,
twlce-a-wee-

.

Five hundred earthquakes shock the
Japanese every year.
t'oi.DE isii were first known in China,
and were brought to Europe in the
seventeenth century.
In China a man who killed his father
was executed, and along with him his
schoolmaster for not having taught
him better.
Japan is a corruption of the Chinese
which means "root
word
of day," or "sunrise kingdom," because
Japan is directly east of China.
The Chinese are known to have built
several fine suspension bridges before
the opening of the Christian era. One in
the province of lunnan, built in the
year m A. R, is still in excellent condition.
China's imperial canal is the largest
in the world and greatest in point of
huntraille. Its length is twenty-on- e
dred miles, and it connects forty-on- e
cities situated on its banks. It was
completed in 13.10 after six hundred
years spent on its construction.
e,

The Silver City

TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING !
Special Bargains in LADIES',

GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH'.

B. BORENSTEN.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.
Rates Reasonable.
Hroudway, opposite Ilroadway Hotel.

Dissolution Notice.
IXSTIU'MENT, MADE THIS THE
I 7th day of January. 1H1I5, Wltaessetli:
GREENROOM GOSSIP.
That the copartnership heretofore existing
between Victor Culberson, llaxter Hlshop
Miss Ri.i.en Terry is under treat- and William K. I.oren.. Is hereby, us to the
in considerament at Edinburg for congestion of the said llaxter liishop. dissolved,
of the purchase by said Victor Culbertion
off
temporarily
is
vocal chords, and
boron, of all the right,
son and William
title, claim and Interest of the said Maxtor
the stage.
Hlshop In and to the property and rights of
"The Silent Woman," the new play the said copartnership. thesamelioInK known
In witness
by Vietorien Sardou, produced by Dan- us the T. X. Cattle Company.
whereof the said part Mm have hereunto set
iel Frohman's Lyceum Theater com- their hands the day and date iiImivu written.
Wll.l.lA.M V, Louknz,
pany, has made a genuine success.
Haxtkii Hisuoe,
William A. Huadv, who lias piloted 21
Vieron Uumikuson.
James J. Corbett to fame and fortune,
is about to stage a new play called
"Humanity."' "A Cotton King" is another of Mr. lirady's ventures, in which
LIFE AND ACCIDENT
THIS

Wm. F. Lorenz,

he will have two companies touring the
country.
Mrs. Lanotry keeps up her
daily irrespective of sunshine
or rain, to which exercise she attributes
her health and envied complexion. A
matter of ten miles a day on foot is to
Mrs. Langtry what a walk round the
block to an American woman.

FIRE,

INSURANCE.

pedes-triani.s-

BRIEFS ABOUT WRITERS.
Louis Lewis, who died a few
days ago in Muñid, Germany, was
well known through his book, '"Shakespeare's Women Characters."
Tin.

:

Notary

Puih.ic.

oniec at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Post-ofllc- e.
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ELECTRIC

SPARKS.

More than half the street railway
mileage in the United States is now
operated by electric power.
At Leeds, England, there is an electric clock which has been continually
ticking since 1840. Its motive power is
natural electricity.
German civil engineers will ereot a
monument in lierlin to the memory oí
Dr. Werner von Siemens, the famous
electrician and inventor.
The natives of Australia use telegraph wire to make bracelets, earand tear down
rings and nose-ringthe telegraph lines for that purpose.
In Australia horses and cattle are
now being branded by electricity from
storage batteries. The temperature is
uniform and the brand safe and
artistic.
A little bit of cheese and an electric
The
wire form the latest rat-tracheese is fixed to the wire, and the instant the rat touches the cheese he is
shocked to death.
Edison says there is practically no
limit to the speed that can be attained
on a railroad, lie thinks the greatest
speed will come when electricity is obtained direct from coal.
The latest ornamentation for the
dining-rootable is a dish of jelly in
the midst of which are three or four
small electric lights. The effect is
pleasing and picturesque.
s,

JANUARY

16, 1895.

Gambling on the next rain and its
duration has become so great a vice in
Calcutta that the government has been
called upon to suppress it.
Two famous hotels, Claridge's in
London and Meuriee's in Paris, have
recently been sold to make way for
Doth Have housed
newer structures.
kings and emperors, and found their
way into literature.
At Holywell the miraculous well of
St. Winefride has attracted such
crowds of pilgrims that the authorities
have given notice to Father Deuuclerlc,
to whom the well is let, that they will
terminate his lease in May, in order to
obtain better terms for the town.
KANSAS PHILOSOPHY.

ON

SEA AND

LAND.

Alaska, with its islauds, is said to
have a coast line of 25,000 miles, equal
in extent to the circumference of the
globe.
d
The Atlantic, by fur the
ocean, has an area of 31,000,000 square
miles, with a mean depth of 2,200
fathoms.
The whole of the land on the globe
above water level, if shoveled into the
Pacific ocean, would fill only
of it.
A Gospel ship, to do mission work
along 1.500 miles of shore line in the
Puget sound region, is soon to be put
in commission by the Episcopalians of
Tacoma.
Prof. Ghoost says that if we reckon
the average depth of the oceans at
three miles there would be a layer of
salt 200 feet thick in their basins should
the waters of all suddenly evaporate.
The Indian ocean, with an area of
25,000,000 square miles, has a mean
depth, according to Mr. Murray, of a
little over 2,000 fathoms. This is also
estimated from a very insuilicicnt number of soundings.
The Pacific ocean covers 07,000,000
of the 188,000,000 square miles which
compose the earth's surface, and the
the Atlantic covers 31,000,000 more.
Thus these two oceans comprise more
than half the entire area of the globe.
best-sounde-

Everything a man likes to do a
woman can prove is wiekod.
There is one thing colder than the
tomb a room warmed by a grate lire.
The better men and women know
each other the less they say about
ideals.
Nothing seems so very terrible to a
woman if it is committed in the name
of love.
There was a time when a man who
was hard up tried to hide it, but there
is no such thing as hiding it now.
The women do not rob birds' nests
of eggs, but they use the birds after
they are hatched to ornament their
hats.
THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD.
The only time a man of experience
POINTS.
PERSONAL
is
to
takes his wife into his confidence
The Japanese now make tennis
Capt. Jonathan Pixkham, of Hath, tell her he is not making any money.
racquets, and some of them are imMe., thinks he is the oldest pilot in Atchison (Kan.) Globe.
ported into the United States.
active service in New England. He is
Last year Australia produced gold to
MEDICAL SCIENCE.
only a few weeks short of eighty-fou- r
the value of 5,000,000 in excess of any
years of age, and as active, steady, and
Hair may be transplanted, and under other country.
as sure as ever.
The world's total gold yield last year
proper conditions will grow as well in
Mrs. Ciiaki.es Roiiixsox, of Lawrence, its new as in its natural situation.
was 820,228,000, an increase of about
Kan., wife of the pioneer governor, told
A French physician reports a case of 82,500,000 over the previous year.
the story of his life the other day to a hiccough successfully treated by taking
Successive strikes of miners in Engphonograph cylinder, which is to be snuff until sneezing was provoked.
land and Scotland are said to be rapidpreserved by the state historical soci-etThe first surgeon to use the anti- ly developing the coal production of
septic treatment for wounds was Sir India.
Josephine Suffef.nszka Javorka, Joseph Lister, the famous English
Thirty thousand frogs a week are
who is said to be a grandniece of Pu operator. He is now about to retire brought into the Huff alo market, where
laski, the Polish patriot who fought for from his profession on account of old the legs are frozen and distributed
this country hi the revolutionary war, age.
over the country.
and once a countess in St. Petersburg,
The coffee crop of 1804 is estimated
Although boiling water is fatal to
sells newspapers in front of the post most microbes, some of them endure at 12,5011,000 bugs, the largest in the anoflice in Urooklyn.
extreme cold with indifference. M. nals of the trade and 2,000,000 in excess
Denjamin Collins, of ülaiue, Me., is
Pictet has frozen' some of them in of the consumption.
eighty-si- x
years old, and 6aw a railroad solidified air at a temperature of about
The south produced 880,007,002 wortli
train for the first time a few days ago. three hundred and twenty-thre- e
deof lumber in 1800. To make this outHis eyesight has always been good, it grees below Fahrenheit zero, and found put 5,784 mills were operated and 71,050
may be well to say. lie was delighted them as lively as ever when he Uiawed hands employed. The product in 1880
with the cars, and took a ride in the them out.
was worth $38,110,000. It more than
cab with the engineer.
doubled in ten yean;.
FEMININE GOSSIP.
Dr. Talmaoe is said to receive $500
In Victoria, Australia, tobacco has
for a lecture and sometimes 51,000. He
Mrs. Kendal, '"Dear Madge," de- been successfully raised as an experimakes more money out of his lectures
clares that she "just lives upon flow- ment. It is now proposed to grow it
than any other man on the platform. ers."
on a commercial scale. The seed used
Col. Ingersolf s price is 8500. while Dr.
fad. It is to is that of the Virginia or Connecticut
new
a
have
girls
The
MeGlynn, Joseph Cook and others of
bows from the hat- variety, as the Havana tobacco is not
the sume rank of lecturers command collect the littlegentlemen
hardy enough for the climate.
friends.
of
their
bands
8100 to 8150.
adMiller's
Mrs.
Jenness
of
One
COURT DtCISIONS.
THROUGH EUROPE.
mirers says that she "is too busy to
Tank cars are used in France for the gossip or waste time in idle chatter."
The first conviction under a new law
Lillian Russell always keeps a dish in Oregon has just sent a man to the
transportation of wine.
dressing table,
on
carrots
her
boiled
of
When lovely women were sold in
for a year for adultery.
of bonbons. penitentiary
ancient liabylon, the money thus which she eats instead
A Mohammedan charged with stealnothing is
raised was used to dower the homely With a healthy digestion,
ing un umbrella in Calcutta was senmore beneficial for the complexion.
ones.
tenced to three weeks' vigorous im- p.
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significance.
It
would be absurd to say: "the bride
and stableman or coachman," and yet
"I made the mistake of my lifetime "groom,", according to modern etythe other day," complained a young mology, means just about that, and
woman to a fríen i in a street car, as without the prefix is altogether vulgar. Bridegroom is e. wo d as old a3
the two rode down town together.
"What did you do, dear?" asked her the world. Stick to it all and do not
be so eeonomieal of space or time as
friend, sympathetically.
"Oh, it's too stupid to think of. I to drop the "bride" when the chance
Herald.
feel crushed over it. You know 1 comes to use
called on Mrs. Blank, who has just
No "Old Uoiuc."
met with a recent affliction. I had
The condition of the unhappy city
just one card, and as I did not expjet people who were a.,t brought up in
she would see me, I wrote 'condolence' the country, and who consequently
in one corner and had it ready to have no "old home" to go ta, turning
leave."
their backs upon the turmoil of the
"Why, that was correct, dear."
city, is well represe :ted by a little
"Wait till I tell you all. Mrs. B. scene reported in a Parisian paper:
saw me, and told her troubles, and we
In the St. Lazare station a man
talked and talked, and I didn't leave meets a friend hurrying, with a beamany card. But I went from there ing face, to get a train.
direct to return a call I owed in that
"Ah." he says, "are you going away?"
neighborhood, on a bride."
"Yes; I'm gob. to spend a few
"You poor thing."
weeks at my birthp'acc my old home."
"Yes. You've guessed it. She was
"Happy mortal! ' exclaims the first
OBSERVATIONS.
out, and I left that card and never man, with a sigh of e:ivy.
"Simple as it is," said a man, "I once thought of the word I had writ"Why are you unable to do the
never thought of it myself until elec- ten on it. I hardly know her at all, same?"
tion night; and that is that one can so she will not take it as a joke, and
"Unable, man! I was born in Paris!"
get through almost any crowd com- well, there's only one hope I have
Youth's Companion.
fortably by following in the wake of a left "
I'p to Date.
"What is that, dear?"
carriage or a street car."
Bildad See here, I find there is a
"That the writing was so bad that
The London Spectator tells of a
mortgage on the
little child who, on inhaling the per she can't read it and will think it's
property you sold me. You never said
fume of some wild flower, exclaimed: some kind of a new fad."
The two friends leit the car at that anything about it.
"How passionately smellful it is!'' The
Pilgarlic Certainly I did. Didn't I
Spectator defends the use of the word point. Detroit Free Press.
distinctly tell you it had all modern
smellful, as being as legitimate as
Just Jud:ii!'iits.
improvements? Puck.
painful, hurtful, helpful.
A thwarted principle strikes deep
Dit. Kxowlton, of Chicago, urges roots.
BOYS.
A " UUN'fF61TBRÜSH
greater care in the running of eleThe most irretractable errors are The Tailor Tells How the Coat Collar Is
vators. The nervous shock that ac- those In ink.
QuWkly Kuliic:!.
companies the running of elevators at
Purity ii a necessity with women; a
The most difiicult thing to fit on a
rapid speed causes positive danger to concession to morality with men.
man is a coat collar, and it is the
puoplu of weak heart action, because
The lesser the education the greater easiest thing to get out of shape, exof the sudden jar in stopping and the susceptibility to slights and of- cept, perhaps, the knees of the trousers.
starting.
fenses.
A tailor molds and shapes a collar
A German professor urges the
The debt of the rose to the mire is with his handi and hot goose to conamong one which indifference grants and na- form with the measurement'! he has
children, lie says it develops the color ture repays.
taken ot an individual's shoulders, and
In her eagerness to create, nature it does not take a great dual of ill
sense and trains the powers of observation, because the eyes learn to detect may sometimes be betrayed, but she usage to destroy his work.
resemblances ami differences, and gives never creates a monstrosity w.thout
"The worst enemy a coat collar has,"
a familiarity with geographical names protest.
said the tailor, "is the colored boy
My neighbor never understands the who brushes your clothes in the barthat stimulates an interest in geog
grounds of my offense against him, for ber shop, hotel or sleeping car. When
raphy.
they rest on some things other than he heips you on with your overcoat he
QUEER YARNS.
the things he did.
reaches under for your coat tails,
The sympathy that adds another grasps the overcoat collar with the
A New Yokk man is reported to have
to our eyes is sometimes better other hand and gives your undercoat
rattlesnakes at one tear
killed fiftv-thre- e
the laugh which would make us two or three smart jerks, which pulls
than
time recently in a den that he discov
forget that there is any cause for the collar down and aw.iy from the
ered.
Grosjean, in neck and bunches it on the shoulders,
weeping.
Kuthriue
At one time the heads of venomous Judge.
and the overcoai finishes the work of
sernents were cooked into a broth, and
destroying
its shape. This should
(irooin.
u
Isn't
lie
after being mixed with other remedies
be allowed under any considera
never
one's
married
for
man
Having
a
served as a standard medicine.
"best man" possesses the naiHeless ad- tion.
A fish "with a head and body resem
"The proper way to keep the coat
to
vantage
of giving a good send-oi- f
blimr that of an alligator"' was recent
collar in place is to shrug your shoultrie.l
it
wiio
One
has
the
nuptials.
ly captured oil 1'ort White, Fla. It
knows what to avoid us well as what ders forward after you have put the
weighed one and a half pounds.
to do on tltut trying occasion of "ga- coat. on. The collar will then fall
A FAitMKK in Kay county, Mo., is
ting married," and mu it prove a mor:.-- l into place o:i your neck, the cloth will
readv to swear that two weeks ago lie support to the alway:i unimportant adjust itself to tho shapa of your
saw a horned tnake. The horn was in bridegroom. By the way, what slov- shoulders arid stay there. Don't pull
the snake's tail, and the reptile used it enly manner of speech is it to call that th? collar about, and don't, above all,
to attack its foes. As the farmer takes individual the "groom!" Good form, allow the brash boy to pull your coat
a horn himself, occasionally, it is like- not to mention a slight knowb.lgo out of shape under the pretense of getly that he saw the wonderful snake with the language, should preclude so ting your overcoat on your shoulders."
while he was under the influence of gross an error as shortening the comBrush boys will please note. Kan.
the
pound noun and theivl y giving it a:i sas City Tinier

prisonment.
The supreme court of Indiana has
ruled lieastly vs. State of Indiana
that a man does not commit larceny by
taking the goods of his wife.
A Spokaxe theatei has just been
mulcted in
because of the fall of
an acrobat from a lofty trapeze. It
was not the acrobat who got the money, but the man in the audience he
fell on.
By an Italian law every circus which
does not perform every act promised in
the printed programme, or which
the public by means of pictures,
is liable to a line of five hundred dollars
for each offense.
Commodore Euikidok T. Gekjiy addressed the final session of the convention of the Humane societies in favor
of introducing the whipping-pos- t
into
the state of New York, to be used especially in the punishment of those
who are cruel to children.

entirely different

One Society Woman's Amusing Mistake
of a Llie Time.

mis-loa-

stamp-collectin-

g

'

jim-jams-
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Some member of her
family always accompanies her and
Legal Execution Performed Inside of Four never leaves her side for an instant, alMinutes to Accommodate Reporters.
though a married woman over thirty
Capt. J. I!. Patten, warden of the In- years of age does not usually require
diana state prison at Jcffcrsonville,
iiich minute chaperonage. tme is a
has the record for superintending1 the very charming woman, ana a very
quickest legal hanging ever accom- brilliant conversationalist,
and is
plished in this or any other country, most deservedly popular here. The
says the St. Louis Republic. The laws horror of her friends may be guessed
of Indiana prescribe that the death when she was arrested recently on the
sentence must be executed between Faubourg Montmartro for stealing a
midnight and the dawn of the day set sausage valued at eight cents from the
by the court. A man named Stone had front of a grocery. The grocer had her
butchered a whole family in Davis promptly arrested, and on searching
county, of that state, and had been her they found some potatoes, some
condemned to death. The case was a egg.i, an opera glass, a photograph of
celebrated one, and newspaper men .'.irnot, a colrce cup and saucer and a
from Indianapolis and Louisville went noon, ana also, unnappuy, ner cam
down to Jeffersonville in a perfect case, giving her full name and address,
phalanx to witness and report the the only thing that was legally her
For
famous criminal's exit from this vale property, as the other articles were
. f tears.
Thuy arrived in the early claimed by their rightful owners, from
evening, expecting to return to their whom she had annexed them: The
homes on a train leaving Jelrcrsonville
uuily were sent for, and by paying
We want Tnrc Eac;i.k to be read
about one o'clock, by which time they for the stolen objects were able to re- expected the execution to be over. To
ase their poor relative, who sat weep- during the coming year by every
and
their intense disappointment
i:vj bitterly, it seems uiat tnis irre- family in Grant county.
It will
chagrin they discovered that the last sistible impulse to appropriate other
train they could take departed from people's goods is periodic.
continue to lie the best, neatest and
the prison town at twelve o'clock at
newsiest local paper published in
Great Library In Distress.
night.
An appeal for help has recently been New Mexico.
It will advocate
llavintr determined this they set
about arranging matters so they could made by the Bodleian library at Ox- democratic principies and oppose
see the hanfrincr and yet catch the ford, which is the largest university
train. They telegraphed the circunv library in the worid, and is surpassed all rings, cliques and combinations
stances ahead to the conductor, asking by only five national libraries, the of whatever character.
him to hold the train until after the llibliotheque nationale at Paris, the
execution,
lie consented to hold it P.ntish museum, the Imperial library
d' míe
five minutes only. They were filled at St. Petersburg, and the royal libra
ho ever heard oí a ries at Munich and lierlin. It receives
with despair!
thousand
hanging, including prayers, spceeh- - for all purposes forty-fiv- e
makini?. etc.. in five brief minutes? dollars a year, and needs money to sup will keep an eye open to all the
Hut, nevertheless, they commenced to port its staff ; toaprepare its catalogue interests of the taxpayers of the
work on Warden Patten. The result which is now years behind the times; county,
every one of whom will
was that everything was at once gotten to heat the portrait gallery; to repair
edifice
of
public
his interest to take The
building,
find
the
finest
to
it
the
to
murderer
ready for sending the
eternity. Promptly at the stroke of the time of James I., and to provide Eaoi.k.
midnight
the parson finished his shelves for books in the Ashmolean
In order to enable every person
prayer; in five more seconds the noose museum, which has just been put at its
was around the condemned man's neck, disposal. The ltodleian contains over in Grant county to judge of the
the black cap drawn, the trap sprun half a million volumes, the separate character of the paper, we will send
titles in the catalogue amounting to a
and in two minutes and twenty-tw- o
seconds the attending physician pro million and a half; the new accessions
nounced the murderer a corpse. Car of books and pamphlets are nearly
riages waiting outsido the inclosure sixty million a year; it has the second
bore the reporters to the train in an largest numismatic collection in the
other minute, and with nearly seventy British empire. Hooks and coins are from now until March 1", 18Í1Ó, for
seconds to 6pare the train pulled out, declared by the librarian to bo in a 25 cents. Send in your subscrip
state of chaos owing to the lack of
RICN, BUT STOLE A SAUSAGE funds; the library needs at least tion and that of your neighbor.
seventy-fiv- e
thousand to be kept efA Queer Case of Kleptomania Recently
calls on the public for
he
ficient,
and
Brought to Light In Turin.
Address
owing to the
We all have heard in our lives of assistance, as Oxford,
too poor to
is
depression,
agricultural
kleptomania, but I do not think that
dingle,
anyone ever really believed in it, say support its own library.
the Philadelphia Telegraph. We know
Silver City, N. M.
War on Insects.
vaguely that a man who steals whole
The insec f oes of the f ai mers are to
railroads and dies a millionaire is
be experimentally studied n a new degreat financier, and we also know that partment of the Pasteur institute in
a man who steals a loaf of bread to Paris, with an-ieto better protection
save his farily from starvation is
against them. Attention will be given
thief and goes to jail, but it is hard to to the collection and cultivation of all
realize that there are people who steal the paenogenic microbes of insects and
trifles simply from a species of insan animals destructivo to crops, to the
ity. Yet a saining example of this has ítudy of the conditions of development
just come to light in Paris. 1 lie lady of these, microbes, to the direction of
whoso name for obvious reasons it is field experiments and to the control of
not well to mention, is a well known practical applications of the results. A
figure in Paris society.
committee of specialists will consider
She is extremely handsome and the best means of applying these redresses superbly, but is never seen in sults to the benefit of i'rmulture.

gUICKEST HANGINGON RECORD public alone.
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EARTHQUAKE INDICATOR
Telephone to Be Used In Mexico
for That Purpose.
An Original Tlun Devised Whereby the
People of the Volcanic Zone May
Be Warned of Approaching Toril.
Señor Francisco Estrada, professor
of physics in the state college of San
Luis Potosi, Mexico, lias submitted nn
original plan to the government for
foretelling earthquakes in the volcanic
zone of Mexico, by means of the telet.
phone, says the St. Louis
Since the strong earthquake
which visited the Valley of Mexico on
November 2 last, killing eighteen persons, he has made a special study of
this class of disturbances and their
preceding signs. Ho has been making
a long study of means of prediction for
these destructive disturbances, and is
sure he has made a discovery of value,
which value can only be appreciated
by the inhabitants of the volcanic regions. In the course of his very interesting report the author says:
"With the telephone and the more
recent invention, the microphone, and
with daily simultaneous observations,
taken in the volcanic zone, which comprises Vera Cruz, I'uebla, Mexico and
Guadalajara, I believe it possible ta
dellnitely prognosticate earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions, as the result of
the great interior changes of the earth,
which change the geological construction of our land. The noises that
trouble our
telephones
that use the earth to complete the circuits, noises hitherto unexplained, I
believe from my repeated observation:!
are originated from two principal
causes, atmospheric electricity and
underground electrical currents, which
come from depths more or less great.
In the first case they are easily distinguished by exterior signs, such as
storms, thunder, lightning, etc., but
there are times when, the air being
perfectly still, singular noises like
murmurings, .and storms, blows or the
rubbing of a rough bo.ly upon the instrument nro heard at the teleph.jn
As this instrument is the most son:
known, I judge it is suitable fer
the recognition of the approaching
soismslogical phenomena, which cause
such great terror to the inhabitant of
volcanic zones. I propose the rational
study of these phenomena by the following plan:
"Construction of various telephone
lines; let one connect the central government meteorological observatory
with the base of the volcano Popoeat-apet- l.
being grounded in one of the
deepest cracks or crevasses, selecting
among them one containing a thermal
spring, connecting the other end cf the
line at the observatory with the metal-li- c
tube of one of the deepest artesian
wells in the city. Another line should
run from I'uebla to the same monnlai
and then connect Guadalajara with the
volcano of Colima,, and later lines
Khould bo run to t'ic peak of Orizaba,
the Ceíra de Perot?, and the Jerutlo
Globe-Democra-

long-distan-

JANUARY

lfi, 1895.

volcano. I would place at least two
telephones and one vertical galvanometer at some convenient spot midway
in the telegraph lines from Vera Cruz
to I'uebla, from Puebla to Mexico City,
to Guadalajara, and Guadalajara to
San lilas, or some other Pacific port
that has a telegraph ollice to take daily
observations with the telephone. In
each one of these branches or sections,
and with all the lines connected as
often as possible without interfering
with this service of the wires, the placing in the observatories at Mexico, I'uebla and Guadalajara of a simple
microphone composed of a carbon pendulum suspended on a tin spiral wire
so arranged that it will close an electric circuit at the slightest motion, and
set an electric bell to ringing, in order
to record the slightest movement of
the earth. If properly handled by
these means the eruption of any volcano and earthquake might be foretold
many days in advance."
DOG

SHORT

SMILES.

"Does Giblet move in the best society?" "Yes; he has to move, lie
never pays his rent." Texas Sittings.
It is the time of year when we meet
those superior persons who take a bath
in cold water every morning. Atchison
Globe.

Veteran
"I presume you never
heard an Indian war whoop?" Civilian
"X-but I've heard boys coming out
of school." X. Y. Weekly.
E.vmra.nck has something to do with
poker playing, after all. For instance,
the longer a gambler can hold out the
liuf-fni' re chance he has of winning.

al

Courier.
Willi.!': there is often a temptation to
lake up a fight for somebody else, you
will find that you are generally left in
j!i:.rge when it comes to dropping it.
Milwaukee .lournal.
."l.v:.v er young man," said Uncle
liben, "makes de mistake ob his life in
lookin'foh consolation in poh'try when
ho ovier be takin' some good, rcli'ble
liver medicine." Washington Star.
You can tell a young doctor from an
old doctor in the dark, because when
you ask the old doctor a question he
doesn't answer you immediately, as if
was a cocksure. Somerville Journal.

THAT WORMS TOBACCO.

Kentucky Canine That Is Hired Out as a
Held Hand.

Speaking of funny things, did you
ever hear of a wonderful dog that is
owned by John A. Durr, who lives at
Vanarsdall, a little settlement down in
Mercer county, Ky.? asks the Chicago
Times. This dog beats Dick Itruce's
and Tom Quinlin's dogs all holler, lie
is worth his weight in gold, lie worms
tobacco. He begins at the end of the
row and goes down the line at a lively
gait, and no worm is left to te'.l the
tale of the desolation wrought. The
dog learned this trick by following
Durr's little boys. When the boys
would start down the row the dog
would follow along.
After watching the youngsters for
several days the dog caught on to the
work himself and took a great liking
to it. Olio day Durr went out to his
tobacco patch and found his boys play- ing in the shade, which was not a
strange thing for boys to do. "Why
the devil ain't you worming tobacco?''
ho yelled. "Ned's doing it,"' they yelled
back. Durr went to the patch and
found the big pointer dog busily engaged in worming the plants, and he
was doing it faster than both the boys
could have done. Durr was tickled to
death. After his own patch had been
he hired the dog out to his
neighbors at one dollar a day. All this
can bo proved by two or three revenue
men who never lie.
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BOOK

NOTES.

Tire first English dictionary contained only nouns and verbs, the nouns
in one column and the verbs in another.
"Sarto Resartcs," although the
earliest of Carlyle's great works, is regarded as the most original, characteristic and deepest.
The lierlin royal library liasacquired a
Semitic manuscript by a Hebrew doctor
of the fourteenth century which promises to throw much light on the history
of medicine.
liAito.NKHS
llrmiETT Coutts has arranged and edited a book entitled
"Woman's Mission," in connection
with the royal liritish commission of
the Chicago exhibition of IS',13. The
book is published by Sampson Low,
Marston & Co., and the writers include
her royal highness Princess Christian.
'

THE SCIENCES.

Darwis declared that insanity is not
peculiar to human beings. He asserted
that animals often became insane.
Arctic uxplorers who have found
themselves in the midst of an aurora
A Moment Advertiser.
describe it as producing a cooling,
There is something rather alarming prickly sensation and a very
exhilaratto the ordinary mortal in nn advertiseing effect.
ment which appears in the London
Excavations in liabylon have brought
Athenaeum the advertisement of a
to light a number of bricks, the stamp:;
lady who is a perfect paragon of intelon which prove them to be at least
lectual and social virtues. "Experi "1,000 years
old. They appear to be as
ence! linguist, litterateur, secretary, good now as when they
were first
cultured companion, musician, pleasant
baked.
raconteurs" here i i a catalogue ealcu-- 1
When' the common earthworm is cut
l.'.le.l to appall t'.io boldest. Moreover, '
she is "acj.istoiaed to various coun- in two, to the tail there grows a head
tries," an.l Li capable of undertaking and to the head there grows a tail, and
either "tuitiou (finishing) or house- two animals are formed. As the wound
heals, a small white button is formed,
keeping." She now "seeks any
which afterward develops into rings
at home or abroad."
and a perfect extremity.
intel-leeta;-
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NOTICE FOIl I'UIILICATION.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

corner Texas and Spring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER CITY
I AMES

S. FIET.HF.lt.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

O

O nice over Silver City National Hank,
N.
SILVER CITY

HI..

...
...
...

PICKETT,

M.

.

ATrORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,
II. IIART.I.EE,

N. M

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY
TOHN M. GINN.

J

at

Las Chucks, N. M
December 7th. lKllt. f
'OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
fiillnwlnir-nainc- d
settler has tiled notice
of ills intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be made
before, the I'robate Judge or rronate i ierk
at Silver City, N. M., on February 1st, 1805
viz.: Harris Demon, wno maue iiomesieau
Annllcation No. 15(11 for the s !4 u ii sec 22,
and s ',
H sec at, tn 15 s. r. IT w.
He iiaines the rollowing witnesses 10 prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Heiijamln F. I'owell, or O nr. .'New Mexico,
"
"
Schcrn M. Morgan,
I. M. Shelley,
Henry Miller.
Any person who desires lo protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above mentioned
the witness
time and nlace to
es of said claimant, and to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
John 1). Huyan,
Register.
Land Omen

Will practice in all the. courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. OIHce

A.

Directory.

Olllcliil

ANCHETA.

I A.

A

1895.

JANUARY

N. M.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Courts of tho

Anthony Joseph,
Delegato to Congress
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Secretary
.orion Miller,
riioinas Smith.
Chief Justice
N.C.Collier,
A. A. Freeman.
N. H. I.uughlin,
Associates
A. II. Full.
L. W. Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor (ieneral
'liarles F. Easlev.
IT. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
.1. It. HeniinliiL'wav.
IT.S. District Attorney
Edward L. Hall,
U.S. Marshal
11. W. Loomis,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
,1. W. Kleinlng,
IT. S. Coal Mine Inspector
I. II Wa ker. Santa F
Reír stcr Land O Ce
l'edro Delgado. Santa Fe Rce.'v'r Land Olllcu
John D. ltrvan. LasCrnces Iteir'r Land Olllce
J. I'. Asen ra le, Las Cruces, Itec'v'r L'dOllice
Reír r Lund O mee
Klcluird 1 ounir. Hoswe II
W. (J. Cosgrove. Hoswell,
Itec'v'r Land otllce
W. W. Itoyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Laud Olllce
H. C. l'lckels, Clayton,
Itec'v'r Land Olllce

Territory.
TKItltlTOItlAI..
N. M.
SILVER CITY.
E.
L.
Bartlett,
Solicitor General
T. PHILLIPS.
. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
H. Crist, Santa Fe,
District attorney
"
Olllco at Halley's drug Store. Rooms
at W. R.II. Xeweoml. l.iis ( Viiees.
Whltenian. Alh'(Ue,
Dr. ltaileys residence.
C. G. Hell. Silver City,
N. M M. W. Mills. Springer,
SILVER CITY
"
"
C. C. Fort. Las Vegas.
"
"
Geo. It. linker. Roswell.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
T) A. M.
F. I'lno.
I.lhrarlan
......
..
u
u
.)....,...
ri....t.
iei nil i emu .'.win i
ll Silver City Chapter. No. 2, at Masonic ir . , id in y ,
Hall. Reirular convocations on 3d Wednes E. II. Hcrgniann.Superintendent I'enitentiary
Adjutant General
day evening of eacli montli. All companions Geo. W. KnaelM'l,
...
w..
r.. iusohove, II. r. I. . II..
l ll 1....
1 II linilll
lull,
invited to attend,
Aiwllliii'
Demetrio
H.
I'ere.
Lady,
Sec'y.
I'Kitiir
Sunt, of Schools
Amado Chavez,
F. & A. M.
.ii.
nan.
coin un inspector
Silver City I.odiro, No. 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Hank, the
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
COfHT OF 1M11VATE .AND CLAIMS.
each month. All visit hit' brothers invited to
. .M
C. Hknnktt.
attend.
Joseph R. Reed, of lowa. Chief Justice.
1'kiiky H. Lady, Sec'y.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Col
I
E. S.
Thomas C. Fullerof North Carolina;
UtSilverCltv Cliapter No. 3. O. E. S. Meets orado:
M. Murray, of Tennessee:
Henry C.
William
every 1st mid 3d Tuesday in each month at Sluss. of Kansas.
.uasouic nan. .mus. r.. c . r. vt akhkn, w.m
G. Rcynol,
of Missouri, United
Mathev
Mrs. Nelly It. Lady, Sec'y.
States Attorney.
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NOTICE KOK

Land Omen

I'UIILICATION.

Chuces, N. M.,
at Las
December Tth, lmil.
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VOTICE IS HEREItY GIVEN THAT THE
A following-name- d
tiled
notice
settler has
of his Intention to make Until proof in support of Ids claim, and that said proof will be

made before the I'robate Judge or I'robate
Clerk at Silver City, N. M.. on February 1st,
1S'.I5.
viz:
Sebern M. Morgan, who made
Homestead Application No. 2114 for the s !i
e 'í and s i sec 22, t p 15 s. r. 17 w.
lie names the following witnesses to nrovo
ids continuous residence upon and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
of CHIT, New Mexico,
Harris Denton,
"
"
Rciijninln F. I'owell,
Henry Miller,
I'. M. Shelley.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
tlié regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity uttlie above mentioned
the witnesstime and place to
es of said claimant, and to oiler evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
John D. Huyan. Register.
V-

cross-exami-

I O.O.F.

Jas Rldgoly Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d mid 4th Wednesdays of each month.
isitiiiK patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. I.
1
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.1. .1.

Kelly.

Scrllie.
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I'robate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector

R. V. Newshain,

N. A. Holich.
E. M. Young.

Havlor Shannon,
A. It. Laird.
T. N.Childers,

O. U. F.

1
1

COI'STY.

Isaac TllVanv Lodge. No. ID. meets at Odd
el lows' Hall. Hank building. Saturday ev
cnlngs. Meinhers of the order cordially in G. R. Brown,
T. V. Holson. N. O. S. S. Itranuin,
vited lo attend.
A. J. Clark.
ST. GKOUOE HolilNSON. Sec y.
Thomas Foster
T O. O. F.
11. T. Link.
Helen Lodge, No. 7. Rehekali Degree
li
Meet inns second and fourth Friday nights in
eacn montli. at hall o 1. is. Tiffany Lodge ,o,
Man K nuiiding.
i., n. kowllee. a, u J. W. Fleming.
ST. UKOlltlK ltoiHNSON, Sec y
J. W. Carter.
I

iVt Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, at. Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
I' HANK
H1IIHT, C. I
invited.
J.J.SllKltlDAN, K. R&S.
O. U. W.

A

Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

workmen cordially Invited
V. Li. I ANTLEY, M. I'.

E. M. YOUNH. Rec.

Frank Wright.

C. L. Cant ley.

IIOAllD OF EDUCATION.
G. N. Wood,

It. I,, l'owel.

NO FUN ABOUT IT

KIHK

E. ROSENBERG,
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
promise you faithfully. In the long run,
you shall save half your money, by having
your work...neatly1)1 and prompt ly donu to suit
...... ......i
I) L' l) i '.2
L'
Silver City, N. M.
T
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FLEMING CATTLE CO.
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Fleming and
vicinity.
PoHtollke-- :

Silver Citv
N. M
fcswia r

in(
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ombAmMÍB

s. r.

of

Wm. Iirahni,

Jas. Glllett,

Geo, I), Jones.
PEl'AltT.MENT.

L. A. Skelly
St. George Robinson

)'

VOTICE IS HEREItY GIVEN THAT THE
following-name- d
1
settler has Hied notice
of Ills intent ion to make linal proof in sup
port or lils claim, and that said proor will he
made before the I'robate Judge or I'robate
Clerkat Silver City.N..M..oii February lst.lsti5.
viz.; Benjamin F. I'owell. who made Homestead Application No. 201 for the lot Sand
H e '4
'i e '4, e 'i
4 sec tp 15
10

w

n--

11,

w.

He names the following witnesses to prove
I.rcasurcr
residence upon and cultivaClerk his continuous
Attorney tion of, said laud, viz:
Hell,
A.
James
of CHIT. New Mexico; WiMarshal
lliam D. Howard, of CHIT. New Mexico; Harris
GIIIT.
New Mexico; S. M. Morgan,
Denlini.of

COt'NCILMEN.

White,
Martin Maher
M. K.
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Mayor

Meets on t he 1st and M Tuesday of each

montli. fellow

FOR IT1II.ICATION.

w

city

Wm. F. LoriMiz.

OFl.

I.'

Assessor

NOTICE

Land Office at Las Oiiitcks, N. M.,
D(
inberith, Isa.

Chief

CHIT.

New Mexico.

Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
the
wit nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
John D. Huyan.
Register.
cross-exami-

lt

Assistant Chief
Silver City I'ost (Hilen.
C. C. Whitehlll
Foreman, it. It. Hose Co.
Olllce open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
Steve Uhle
7
p.
to
m.
W. F. Lorenz. Foreman. Hook and I.adderCo
Open Sundays from Oto 11:40 a. m.. and one,
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE hour lifter arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Sundays from 8 a. in. to p.m.
In Effect August B, 1894.
Mall closes for Fort llayard. Central. Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 0:40 a. in.
No. WM,
No. 805.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all IntermediArrives.
DESTINATION.
Departs.
ate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dally except
4:00 p. m.
10:10 a. m.
Silver City
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
"
1:10
12:40 p. in.
Doming
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
"
12:40
12:50 a. m.
dally at 4 p. m.
11:45 a. in.
Nut
1:40 p. m.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermedi"
10:40
"
H:20
Rincón
ate points at tl p.m., Tuesdays, Thursdays
"
8:05
"
Las Cruces
5:08
and
Saturdays.
5:20 a. m.
El I'aso
7:40 p. m.
Mull arrives from i'lnos Altos dally except
Leave.
Arrives.
Sundays at !0:!lo a. in.
John II. Mitihik. Agent.
I.. A. Skelly. I'ostmastkh
11

